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PART I – REPLY TO WSIAT’S INCORRECTLY STATED FACTS 

WSIAT’s Para 6 is incorrect  

1. The stated fact at para 6of the WSIAT’s memorandum, the WSIAT stated Mr. Taylor is a

claimant under the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act,1 (“WSIA”) is incorrect. Mr.

Taylor’s workplace accident occurred on Feb. 6/97, which according to s. 102 of the WSIA,

the former Workers Compensation Act2 (“WCA”) applies to Mr. Taylor’s claim. While it

may not seem relevant, it becomes relevant later, when the WSIB unlawfully demanded

healthcare information from Mr. Taylor. Then when the WSIB unlawfully suspends Mr.

Taylor’s healthcare benefits.

2. The Court of Appeal for Ontario (“Court of Appeal”) and the Ontario Superior Court of

Justice (“Superior Court”) committed an error of law with the issue of jurisdiction. This is

because His Honour Justice Price (“J. Price”) in his decision determined that the WSIAT

lacks the legal capacity to be sued. This is contrary to s. 179(3) of the same act. Additionally,

it is a violation of s. 96 of the Constitution as confirmed by this Court in numerous decisions

most recent of Canada v. Vavilov.3  Additionally it is a violation of the Rule of Law, as it

wrongfully eliminates the accountability of a government agency and in effect elevates it to

that of a deity. Additionally, Mr. Taylor has respectfully asked this Court to reconsider its

position on its previous decision regarding Mr. Taylor’s leave application, which makes any

reference to the matters and costs, a simple attempt on the part of the WSIAT to muddy the

waters.

3. The WSIAT has provided no explanation for their demand of costs award, aside from their

concern they are owed. The WSIAT has not provided any reasonable explanation as to why

in some cases they do not demand costs, but in other cases they do. Confirming the WSIAT

does in fact retaliate against those individuals who try and fight for their rights and the rights

of other injured workers. An additional concern MUST be noted to this court that the funds

collected from employers is meant to care for injured workers and not to punish them.Thos

form the budget for the WSIB and the WSIAT which is in 2019 was sitting at $1.8 billion

1 1997, S.O. 1997, c. 16, Sched. A 
2 R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11 
3 2019 SCC 65 

https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/18078/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/18078/index.do
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and was 5% over their stated budget. This in addition to a $35 billion-dollar surplus fund.4 

This compared to Mr. Taylor, an individual who receives less than $11,0000 a year, is 

without question cruel and unusual punishment. Moreover, it confirms that Judges really 

do hate injured workers, if they allow such costs orders to stand!   

WSIAT’s Para 9 is correct but requires clarification 

4. While the WSIAT is correct in their process stated in para 9, of the WSIAT memorandum,

they make no mention of how urgent matters for injured workers are handled. They make no

reference to any policy or procedure because there are none. Mr. Taylor has confirmed that

across Canada no workers compensation board and/or tribunal has any policy or procedure

for dealing with urgent matters. Confirming the legitimacy for Mr. Taylor’s application for

leave, on a public importance issue. That being workers compensation matters are NOT

handle in a speedy manner, as claimed by the Courts across Canada.5 As a result, it brings the

administration of justice into complete disrepute as the only historic tradeoff is employers get

absolute immunity for their intentional wrong doings and injured workers get nothing.

WSIAT’s Para 10 is incorrect 

5. Contrary to the statements made in para 10, of the WSIAT memorandum, Mr. Taylor’s

appeal for the request for nonprescription medications and the unlawful suspension of his

healthcare benefits has been at the WSIAT for over two years and will likely not be resolved

for several more years. This is because the WSIAT has a policy that they will not deal with

individual issues and will wait, however long, for all the issues to come to them. Mr. Taylor’s

appeal for the period of nonpayment of benefits in August 1998 is still at the WSIB appeals

branch.6 Also, Mr. Taylor has a recent new issue, of request for coverage of medical cannabis

which Mr. Taylor is fully expecting the WSIB to deny and will also be appealed adding

further delay, as the WSIAT will continue to hold all appeals.7

4 See page 10 of WSIB 2019 Economic Statement, as part of a supplement to this Reply 
5 See Medwid v. Ontario, 1988 CanLII 193 (ON SC), See Pasiechnyk v. Saskatchewan (Workers’ Compensation 

Board), 1997 CanLII 316 (SCC), [1997] 2 SCR 890, See Ashraf v SNC Lavalin ATP Inc., 2013 ABQB 688 

(CanLII), See Warford v. Weir’s Construction Limited, 2012 NLCA 79 (CanLII), see Bauman v. Nova Scotia 

(Attorney General), 2001 NSCA 51 (CanLII)  
6 See WSIB Letter dated Oct. 14/20, which is supplement and included with this Reply. 
7 See Mr. Taylor’s Letter to WSIB, dated Oct. 25/20, which is supplement and included with this Reply. 
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WSIAT’s Para 11 is incorrect 

6. Contrary to the statements made in para 11, of the WSIAT memorandum, Mr. Taylor did not

previously seek coverage because Mr. Taylor was intentionally misled by the WSIB. The

WSIB falsely claimed the WSIB only pays for prescription medications. Mr. Taylor had then

learned in the fall of 2017, this was untrue. This was confirmed with other identical cases the

WSIB had covered for over the counter pain medications and topical pain creams and other

healthcare items, as confirmed by the Fair Practices Commission8 and a WSIAT decision.9

WSIAT’s Para 13 is incorrect 

7. Contrary to the statements made in para 13, of the WSIAT memorandum, which is clearly

attempting to intentional deceive this Court. Mr. Taylor was advised by the WSIB in their

letter to “Please take this letter to your doctor and have him/her submit a report with the

required information below…”10 Mr. Taylor did exactly as requested in the letter, even

though the request was unlawful.11 Mr. Taylor provided the letter to his doctor. As a result,

the WSIB unlawfully12 and without warning suspended Mr. Taylor’s Healthcare benefits,

which was contrary to the WSIB’s own policy, which states they MUST notify Mr. Taylor in

writing of the breach, and how to rectify it, before suspending benefits.13

WSIAT’s Para 23 is incorrect 

8. Mr. Taylor correctly interpreted the unlawful suspension of his healthcare benefits as an act

of retaliation by the WSIB upon him. This is because the law is clear for Mr. Taylor’s

claim. Mr. Taylor is entitled and therefore has a right to health care benefits and to NOT

have the benefits suspended for ANY reason.14 Additionally, to date, the WSIB has yet to

EVER provide the so-called policy mentioned by WSIB counsel in court, where they review

medical information every two years. This even though Mr. Taylor has made many requests

8 See Fair Practices Case Summary https://fairpractices.on.ca/case-summaries/exception-made-prescription-

approved  
9 See WSIAT Decision No. 1905/04, 2004 ONWSIAT 2447 (CanLII) 
10 See WSIB Letter to Mr. Taylor, dated Oct 4/17, Exhibit “BB”, Application Record Vol. II Tab 8, page 105.  
11 See s. 51(3)(a) of the Workers' Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11 
12 See s. 50(1)(a) of the Workers' Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11 
13 See page 2, WSIB Policy 22-01-03 Worker Co-operation Obligations, supplemental and included with this Reply. 
14 See s. 50(1)(a) of the Workers' Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11 
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for it.15 This confirms the WSIB has knowingly and intentional violated the law. Not to 

mention the WSIB Counsel lied to the court. WSIB counsel also lied to the Court, causing 

the Court to make a false and misleading statement, when the Court stated, “it is a standard 

practice to review and renew drug coverage for injured workers” and “it is incumbent on Mr. 

Taylor to supply the information.”16  

 

9. Considering that Mr. Taylor is lawfully not required to provide this information to the WSIB 

under the law17 and cannot be coerced to provide it to the WSIB, even if a judge thinks it is a 

good idea.18 Ironically and in typical fashion Mr. Taylor who did no wrong, was punished in 

a cruel and unusual way. Yet the WSIB counsel, who knowingly and intentional lied to 

the Court, J. Petersen, about the law and policy regarding healthcare benefits was not 

sanctioned in any way, why because the WSIB, like the WSIAT is after all above the Rule 

of Law. 

 

WSIAT’s Para 24 to 28 is incorrect and intentionally misleading  

10. Mr. Taylor, like all SRLs, was treated by the Court and WSIAT counsel like he is learned 

counsel with no disabilities, unlimited resources, and that Mr. Taylor can prepare accurate 

materials in a timely fashion. As Mr. Taylor admitted he made errors on the dates of filing 

his materials.19Additionally, because Mr. Taylor did not unconditionally agree to the 

WSIAT’s adjournment, which they stated was brief,20 but provided no time frame, as stated 

in the e-mail to Mr. Taylor “we would appreciate your agreement to have this matter set 

down at a later date.”21 In Mr. Taylor’s dealings with the WSIAT it should be noted 

NOTHING IS BRIEF! Where Mr. Taylor’s appeal was filed in 2002 but was not heard by 

the WSIAT until 2007 and then the WSIAT took more than seven months to render their 

decision.22 The only condition Mr. Taylor was requesting was to have his lawfully entitled 

 
15 See Mr. Taylor’s Letter to the WSIB, dated Aug. 21/19, Exhibit “S”, Application Record Vol. IV Tab 12S, page 

163.   
16 See para 14 & 15 of J. Petersen’s Endorsement, dated Jun 16/18, Application Record, Vol. I Tab 6, page 24.  
17 See s. 51(3)(a) of the Workers' Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11 
18 See s. 50 of the Workers' Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11 
19 See Mr. Taylor’s Email to WSIAT, dated Mar. 13/18, Exhibit “D”, Application Record Vol. II Tab 11D, page 

192.   
20 See para 28 of WSIAT memorandum, page 10. 
21 See WSIAT Email to Mr. Taylor, dated Mar. 12/18, Exhibit “D”, Application Record Vol. II Tab 11D, page 193.   
22 See WSIAT Decision No. 691/05, 2008 ONWSIAT 402 (CanLII) 
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healthcare benefits restored until the matter was resolved. Something Courts regularly do as 

an interim relief, which Mr. Taylor just recently learned is part of the Judicial Review Act. 

Mr. Taylor’s compromise was reasonable, considered the suspension of Mr. Healthcare 

benefits was not lawfully done and was not lawful on the part of the WSIB. However, the 

WSIAT refused Mr. Taylor’s request. 

 

WSIAT’s Para 33 is incorrect and intentionally misleading  

11. Contrary to the statements made in para 33, of the WSIAT memorandum, Mr. Taylor did in 

fact file his motion materials with the court.23 The Court did not provide the motion 

materials to the Panel of the Court. Additionally, it was incorrect to claim Mr. Taylor’s did 

not fit within any exceptions, as Mr. Taylor’s request was to accommodate persons with 

disabilities, for them to view the proceedings under the open courts’ doctrine. Also it was a 

violation of section 1 the Human Rights Code,24 which according to 47(2), the Human Rights 

Code sits above s. 136 of the Courts of Justice Act.25 Also it is in violation of s. 7 & 15 of the 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms.26 Ironically, the Courts in Ontario now allow video 

streaming of their proceedings, due to COVID-19.   

PART II – REPLY TO WSIAT’S ARGUEMENT 

Reply to WSIAT’s stated issue one: The courts below did not hold that “no 

accommodations or tolerance” should be made for self-represented or disabled persons 

12. Firstly, the WSIAT misstated issue one. Mr. Taylor issue one was: 

“Can a court have a negative indifference towards Canadians & Migrants who 

suffer from numerous physical and psychological disabilities, whoa re injured at 

work, and who are self-represented parties?”27 

13.  

14. The WSIAT also incorrectly quoted Mr. Taylor’s first issue when they stated “they should 

have no indifference/tolerance towards Canadians injured at work, who are disabled and 

who are [self-represented litigants].  The WSIAT claimed this was para 77 of the applicant’s 

memorandum. However, as it can be seen in the previous para above, it is not!                 

 
23 See Mr. Taylor E-mail to Court, dated Sep. 11/18, Exhibit “D”, Application Record, Vol. III Tab 12D, page 52.  
24 R.S.O. 1990, c. H.19 
25 R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43 
26 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, s 7 & s. 15, Part 1 of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to 

the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11. 
27 See Issue Number one, para 76e of Applicant’s Memorandum of Argument, Application Record Vol. I Tab 7, 

page 47. 
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15. The WSIAT goes on to assert that nothing in the record supports Mr. Taylor’s argument.

That Mr. Taylor was treated fairly and given an opportunity to plead his case for live

streaming.28 However, Mr. Taylor did file his motion materials with the Court of appeal, but

the Panel of judges never received them, how is this treating him fairly?29 Therefore the

Court of Appeal did not properly consider Mr. Taylor’s arguments. This was because the

Court of Appeal failed to accommodate Mr. Taylor’s need for accommodations as a SRL

with disabilities by not providing Mr. Taylor’s motion materials to the panel of judges.

16. The WSIAT argues that the Charter violations are tangentially before this Court. The WSIAT

alleges correct issue was “whether the application for judicial review was properly brought

as an urgent application” and “whether the judicial review was premature”30

17. Her Honour Justice Petersen (J. Petersen”) stated “if it were urgent issue, Mr. Taylor could

have brought his application at that time”31 However, J. Petersen in making the assumption

Mr. Taylor was capable of doing so, assumed Mr. Taylor had the resources of a lawyer and

was a normal person without disabilities to impair his ability to function. Therefore J.

Petersen failed to make any fair or reasonable accommodations for Mr. Taylor, as a SRL

with numerous disabilities, which is in violation of the CJC Statement of Principles on Self

Represented Litigants and Accused Persons.32 In addition J. Petersen violated s. 1 of the

Human Rights Code, and as such violated Mr. Taylor’s s. 7 and s. 15 Charter rights.

18. J. Petersen assumed Mr. Taylor had a lawful requirement to provide the information to the

WSIB and that Mr. Taylor was given proper notice of alleged violation.33 Mr. Taylor was

injured prior to January 1, 1998. The Workers Compensation, the law that applies to Mr.

Taylor, states that medical information is to ONLY be provided to the WSIB on consent of

an injured worker.34 That being Mr. Taylor. The requirement for consent is also confirmed in

28 See para 35 of WSIAT’s Memorandum of Argument, page 13. 
29 See Mr. Taylor E-mail to Court, dated Sep. 11/18, Exhibit “D”, Application Record, Vol. III Tab 12D, page 52. 
30 See para 36 of WSIAT’s Memorandum of Argument, page 13 & 14.  
31 See para 12 of J. Petersen’s Endorsement, dated Jun. 18/18, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 6, page 24. 
32 See CJC Principles on SRLs, dated Sep. 2006, Exhibit “I”, Application Record, Vol. III Tab 12I, page 92. 
33 See para 15 of J. Petersen’s Endorsement, dated Jun. 18/18, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 6, page 24. 
34 See s. 51(3)(a) of the Workers' Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11 
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the most current Board policy 19-02-04, which states the law does not require injured 

workers injured prior to Jan. 1, 1998, which is Mr. Taylor to provide the information.35 While 

the WSIB and the WSIAT assert generalized statements of co-operation, this is not lawful as 

it is generalized and intentionally ambiguous.36 Most importantly information that cannot be 

obtained lawful cannot be obtained in a coercive manner as that is unlawful. Ultimate to deny 

healthcare benefits is also a violation as Mr. Taylor is entitled to healthcare benefits and that 

entitlement cannot be lawful taken away.37 To do so would be a violation of Mr. Taylor’s 

security of person, under s. 7 of the Charter, and would be a violation of equality under s. 15 

of the Charter.     

 

19. Most interestingly in the WSIB letter, dated October 11, 1017 to Mr. Taylor, the WSIB 

incorrectly references section 33(1) and (2) of the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act,38 

which is the wrong law for Mr. Taylor’s claim. This is because Mr. Taylor was injured prior 

to January 1, 1998. Therefore, the Workers Compensation Act applies and is confirmed in s. 

102 of the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act.39   

 

20. This confirms that the WSIB had no legal authority to request the information40 of Mr. 

Taylor. Nor did the WSIB have the lawful authority to suspend Mr. Taylor’s lawful 

entitlement to health care benefits.41 Also that the WSIB even if they did have the lawful 

authority to request and suspend Mr. Taylor’s healthcare benefits, then in the alternative the 

WSIB knowingly and intentionally failed to notify Mr. Taylor of any possible breech or 

alleged non co-operation and how Mr. Taylor could rectify. This is confirmed in WSIAT  

decision maker stated “that benefits cannot be reduced or suspended until written notice of 

co‑operation is given”42 This is also confirmed in the Board’s current policy 22-01-03, dated 

February 15, 2013 which also states that Notice is given verbally (if possible), and 

confirmed in writing in every case”43 

 
35 See Board Policy 19-02-04 dated Jan. 2/15 attached to this Reply.  
36 See para 12 of Shafron v. KRG Insurance Brokers (Western) Inc. 2009 SCC 6 
37 See s. 51(3)(a) of the Workers' Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11  
38 1997, S.O. 1997, c. 16, Sched. A 
39 1997, S.O. 1997, c. 16, Sched. A 
40 See s. 51(3)(a) of the Workers' Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11  
41 See s. 50(1) of the Workers' Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11 
42 See para 80 of Decision No. 2474/00I2, 2002 ONWSIAT 369 (CanLII) 
43 See Board Policy 22-01-03, dated Feb. 15/13 attached to this Reply. 
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21. Therefore J. Petersen committed an error of law when J. Petersen assumed Mr. Taylor had to 

provide the requested information to the WSIB and that the WSIB had the lawful authority to 

suspend Mr. Taylor’s entitlement to healthcare benefits, without providing Mr. Taylor proper 

notice.  

 

22. The Court of Appeal in their decision stated that the WSIB “giving three months’ notice to 

the appellant of the need for updated information, WSIB acted reasonably to ensure that the 

requested information is submitted.”44 However, as previously stated the WSIB never had the 

lawful authority to request the information,45 nor did the WSIB have the lawful authority to 

suspend Mr. Taylor’s healthcare benefits.46 If the WSIB did have the lawful authority, then 

the WSIB did not provide written notice to Mr. Taylor of the alleged lack of co-operation, as 

per Board Policy. policy 22-01-03, dated February 15, 2013 which also states that Notice is 

given verbally (if possible), and confirmed in writing in every case!”47  

 

23. Therefore, the Court of Appeal was incorrect in claiming that Mr. Taylor did “not identified 

any legal error that would permit appellate intervention”48 as clearly shown in the above 

arguments. 

 

24. This point further confirms the public importance of Mr. Taylor’s case as all 

WCB/WSIB/WorkSafe routinely violate injured worker’s rights across Canada, without a 

thought of concern of wrongdoing. The WCB/WSIB/WorkSafe also routinely ignore their 

own governing statutes and policies. This is because the Courts, like J. Petersen and the 

Court of Appeal commonly allow such atrocities to occur. This is yet another example of 

why Mr. Taylor’s case is of utmost public importance for this Court to hear. 

 

25. Finally, on issue one, the WSIAT mocks Mr. Taylor, by asserting Mr. Taylor is not a migrant 

worker. Mr. Taylor has never made such a ridiculous claim. Mr. Taylor was only being 

inclusive of the common complaints of all injured workers, by including the horrific 

 
44 See para 5, of Court of Appeal Reasons C65144, dated Sep 21/18, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4, page 15-16. 
45 See s. 51(3)(a) of the Workers' Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11 
46 See s. 50(1) of the Workers' Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11 
47 See Board Policy 22-01-03, dated Feb. 15/13 attached to this Reply. 
48 See para 5, of Court of Appeal Reasons C65144, dated Sep 21/18, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4, page 15-16. 
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treatment of migrant injured workers in Canada, as a concerned Canadian. Mr. Taylor has 

learned firsthand from Migrant injured workers and has no trouble with providing proof and 

testimony from many migrant injured workers, who have not yet died from their work 

injuries. There are so many new stories also confirming this atrocity.49  

 

Reply to WSIAT’s stated issue two: The case does not raise the issue of alleged systemic 

delays before workers compensation boards and tribunals 

26. The WSIAT has misstated issued two as it is actually: 

Can a government agency, specifically an administrative board/tribunal delay justice to the 

point where justice is denied for Canadians & Migrants, simply by delaying the scheduling 

of hearings, and the rendering of decisions? 

 

27. The WSIAT argues there is nothing in the record to support the systematic delays within the 

workers compensation boards and tribunals. First neither the workers compensation 

board nor the workers compensation appeals tribunals have any policy for dealing with 

urgent matters. This is confirmed by the WSIB and the WSIAT not offering any mention of 

any policy or procedure. This is also confirmed by numerous discussions with the WSIB and 

the WSIAT who have confirmed they have no urgent policy or procedure and they only deal 

with matters on a first come first served basis.  

 

28. Secondly, while the WSIAT claims the Board expedited matters, and this may have been 

partially true for “show”. According to current records Mr. Taylor has obtained from the 

WSIB and the WSIAT. Mr. Taylor’s current appeal for the reimbursement of nonprescription 

medications and topical pain creams is at the WSIAT but it is on hold. This is until the 

second issue, being the matter of benefits for the period of August 12, 1998 to August 19, 

1998 is dealt with by the WSIB, which in three years has still yet to be dealt with. This with 

the third addition of Mr. Taylor now having to appeal a decision for Medical Cannabis.50 

This is because according to the WSIAT procedure:  

 

“Parties must notify the Tribunal of any related issue or appeals that they are pursuing at 

the WSIB.” 51 AND “5.1 Parties have a continuing obligation to advise the Tribunal of 

any related issues or appeals that they are pursuing at the Workplace Safety and 

 
49 See the various News stories and open letter to the WSIB, which is supplemental and included with this Reply. 
50 See WSIB Letter to Mr. Taylor, dated Oct. 26/20, which is supplemental and included with this Reply. 
51 See s. 3.3 of WSIAT Confirmation of Appeal and Hearing Ready Letter, dated July 2014 
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Insurance Board to avoid unnecessary adjournments or delays in the processing of 

appeals.”52 

 

29. Once the WSIAT is informed of any related matters they then place an appeal on hold, 

which is what they did with Mr. Taylor’s first matter. This is because Mr. Taylor’s second 

matter being the denial of benefits for the period of August 12, 1998 to August 19, 1998 is 

still at the WSIB appeals branch and has been since Mr. Taylor’s original request to the 

WSIB on October 2, 201753 This but another example that confirms there has been systemic 

intentional delay on the part of the WSIB and the WSIAT. 

 

30. Additionally, the WSIAT is blaming Mr. Taylor for any delays he has caused from being an 

SRL and being a person with numerous disabilities.54 In typical fashion and not surprisingly 

the WSIAT in their arguments is in a very cowardly and insensitive way is mocking Mr. 

Taylor’s limited abilities due to his disabilities and limited skills as an SRL.  

 

31. The Court of Appeal and Superior Court found no urgency, which is, in of itself, an error of 

law. As the WSIAT stated in their memorandum urgency is based on financial need.55 Both 

Courts ignored the fact that Mr. Taylor is an individual of very low income56 and in typical 

fashion the Court of Appeal and the Superior Court held any errors Mr. Taylor made as an 

SRL, against him, yet ignoring blatant and intentional deceptions on the part of the 

WSIB and the WSIAT, as previously discussed.  

 

32. The position of the WSIAT is clear that regardless of urgency Mr. Taylor should just wait, as 

all injured workers should. This is simply because it is convenient for the WSIAT.57 As 

previously noted, Mr. Taylor is currently at a three-year wait. This will likely go well beyond 

that and more than likely go into the ten-year mark, with a third issue that has just been 

unlawfully denied by the WSIB, regarding medical cannabis,58 then it is to be sent to appeals. 

The WSIAT position not only violates the various sections of the Charter, it is also a 

 
52 See 5.1 of Disclosure, Witnesses and the Three-Week Rule, dated July 1, 2014 
53 See Mr. Taylor’s letter to WSIB, dated Oct. 2/17 Exhibit “AA” |Tab 8AA, Vol. II, pages 97 to 103| 
54 See para 39 of WSIAT Memorandum. 
55 See para 40 of WSIAT Memorandum.  
56 See Statistics Canada Report on Disabled Persons, dated Nov. 2015, Exhibit “L” |Tab 12L, Vol. II, pages 130| 
57 See para 41 of WSIAT Memorandum. 
58 See WSIB Letter to Mr. Taylor, dated Oct. 26/20, which is supplemental and included with this Reply. 
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complete insult to the Magna Carta “To no one will we deny or delay justice”. Or as 

Canada’s senate rightfully stated ‘justice delayed is justice denied.”    

 

33. Contrary to the WSIAT’s position that the Court should, in effect stay out of the WISIB59 

and WSIAT’s matters this is blatant ignorance of this Court’s ruling in Canada v. Vavilov60 

where this very Court made clear its jurisdiction cannot be ousted by a provincial 

legislature. as Judicial Review whether mandamus, injunction, or certiorari. While the 

WSIAT references a case, it should be noted that the case of Cooney Bulk Sales Limited v. 

Teamsters Local Union No. 9161 was from the Superior Court and not from this Court as in 

the Case of Canada v. Vavilov. Where this Court was clear that “legislatures cannot shield 

administrative decision making from curial scrutiny entirely.”62  

 

34. Additionally, this court has made clear it has an expectation that administrative decisions 

would be “prompt.”63 However, the WSIAT and the WSIB, as most WCBs and WCATs 

have proven by their actions of lengthy delays, makes this to be very misleading. This Court 

should also take note that speed of decisions & payment of benefits was the single 

justification for the infringement of injured workers Charter rights when challenging the 

Constitutionality of injured workers being unjustly barred from suing their employers for 

their work injuries.64Seemingly now the Courts in Canada have taken the position that the 

WCBs & WCATs can have their preverbally cake, barring the suing of employers, and 

eat it too, by allowing workers compensation decisions to go on forever with no 

accountability.  

 

35. While Mr. Taylor did reference R. v. Jordan, the WSIAT clearly took Mr. Taylor’s 

arguments out of context. That being it confirms the right of all persons should and must 

have a right to speedy justice, regardless of the Court. That has been in law for more than 800 

years. Again Mr. Taylor has now proven his current matter that is still before the WSIB 

appeals branch and the other matter sitting on hold at the WSIAT, with now a third matter 

 
59 See para 41 of WSIAT Memorandum. 
60 Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration) v. Vavilov 2019 SCC 65 
61 2017 ONSC 3651 at paras. 2-3. 
62 See para 24 of Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration) v. Vavilov 2019 SCC 65  
63 See para 29 of Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration) v. Vavilov 2019 SCC 65 
64 Paul find the cases in Canada where workers charter challenged suing employer. 
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destined to the WSIB appeals. This is at three years and will likely be much longer due to the 

WSIAT policy of holding all matters.  

 

36. Finally, the issue is not whether Mr. Taylor has provided evidence of delays at the WSIB, 

WSIAT, or any other WCB, and WCAT in Canada, but the issue is whether lengthy delays 

of several years and no policy for dealing with urgent matters is a public importance 

matter, for this Court, which it is. If not, then this Court holds that injured workers have no 

rights to justice as justice delayed is justice denied!   

 

Reply to WSIAT’s stated issue three: There is no evidence of any retaliation   

37.   As previously argued, the WSIB violated its own law, and its own board policy, when it 

unlawfully demanded the information from Mr. Taylor and then, without proper lawful 

notice, the WSIB unlawfully suspended Mr. Taylor’s rightful entitlement to healthcare 

benefits.  

 

38. The WSIAT, in their arguments makes no reference to their allegation that the WSIB had the 

lawful authority to collect the information and suspend Mr. Taylor’s entitlement to healthcare 

benefits. Additionally, the WSIB nor the WSIAT has provided any written policy or 

procedure which references a two-year review of medical information. This confirms it only 

applied to Mr. Taylor. All this is evidence confirming a blatant and cowardly act of 

retaliation on Mr. Taylor simply because he asked for coverage of nonprescription 

medications, which he was rightfully entitled to.     

 

39. Retaliation has been commonly defined as when an individual has engaged in a protected act, 

and as a result, an organization/government and/or individual acted against the individual. 

Mr. Taylor had a lawful right NOT to provide the requested medical information to the 

WSIB.65 The WSIB had NO lawful authority to suspend Mr. Taylor’s entitlement to health 

care benefits.66 Therefore, the WSIB committed an act of retaliation against Mr. Taylor, 

simply because Mr. Taylor was and is fighting for his rights and the rights of all injured 

workers!  

 
65 See s. 51(3)(a) of the Workers Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11 
66 See s. 50 of the Workers Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11 
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40. What is even more disturbing is the complacency of the Courts to allow such cowardly acts 

of retaliation against injured workers. This is a public interest matter as it is so commonplace 

for the WCBs in Canada to suspend an injured worker benefits for no just reason. Moreover, 

when they are proven to be intentionally and harmfully wrong, nothing is ever done to 

rectify, or even punish the intentional wrongs. Afterall nothing happens to the WCBs and/or 

WCATs when they intentionally violate the laws. This has been proven by Mr. Taylor’s 

previous application to this Court being ignored. Sadly, further confirming the open 

stigmatized hatred of injured workers by Canada’s judges!     

 

Reply to WSIAT’s stated issue four: The Court of Appeal did not err by not permitting 

Mr. Taylor’s fourth stated issue was: 

“Can a lower court and/or statute bar a party from broadcasting/streaming recording 

court proceedings, to accommodate members of the public who have a vested interest in 

the matter, but cannot attend the hearing due to their disabilities?”67 

 

41. The WSIAT states that Mr. Taylor never challenged s. 136 of the Courts of Justice Act that is 

because it does not apply to persons with disabilities as confirmed by s. 1 of the Human 

Rights Code and more importantly s. 47(2) of the Human Rights Code, which clearly states 

that: 

“Where a provision in an Act or regulation purports to require or authorize conduct 

that is a contravention of Part I, this Act applies and prevails.” 

 

42. Mr. Taylor’s request for video streaming, was not for himself, but for others as Mr. Taylor 

was attempting to get accommodations for persons with disabilities. Mr. Taylor is a person 

with disabilities, so he knows what it is like. It was recognized as a major concern by the 

Courts Disabilities Committee under their first recommendation, which was to “Establish a 

public commitment to achieving a fully accessible court system.”68 Clearly this has not even 

been attempted in more than 13 years.  

 

 
67 See para 76h of Applicant’s Memorandum |Tab 7, Vol. I, page 48| 
68 See Making Ontario’s Courts Fully Accessible to Persons with Disabilities – Report of Courts Disabilities 

Committee, dated Jan. 2007 Exhibit “M” |Tab 11M, Vol. III, pages 165| 
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43. Not surprisingly, the WSIAT has intentionally left off the fact that injured workers do in fact 

have a right to human rights, under the Human Rights Code. However, it is not surprising, as 

the WSIAT has always struggled with “Attitudinal barriers[which] are perceptions and 

attitudes about people with disabilities.”69 Mr. Taylor’s first appeal involved extremely 

hateful and extremely prejudicial statements made by WSIAT panel members towards him, 

but hey were saved by the Courts. Leaving a reasonable person, including one with 

disabilities, with the feeling that the WSIAT hates persons with disabilities, as does the 

WSIB and the Courts.  

 

44. On this issue Mr. Taylor would not benefit in any way by this issue. Mr. Taylor was 

requesting accommodations “to accommodate members of the public who have a vested 

interest in the matter.”70 The purpose of Mr. Taylor’s request was not for himself but to  

“confirm, and ultimately strengthen the rights of disabled persons by confirming the right 

to access the “open courts principle.” is a right guaranteed under s. 2b, s7, and s. 15 of the 

Charter.”71 Again, the WSIAT changed the issue and attempted to make it all about Mr. 

Taylor, which it was not! 

 

45. Additionally, and most insulting to Mr. Taylor and others with disabilities is how the Court 

of Appeal allowed the Government of Ontario’s matter to be live streamed.72 It provided no 

real benefit to persons with disabilities and was obviously a very political move on the part of 

the Court of Appeal. Ironically, since the advancement of the COVID-19 Courts, including 

the Court of Appeal, have evolved to allow members of the public to observe court 

proceedings remotely.73 However, this maybe short lived, as the Courts will revert back to 

traditional in person hearings. This then will still make Mr. Taylor’s concern valid for 

Canadians with Disabilities being denied access to the Courts.   

 

 

 
69 See Making Ontario’s Courts Fully Accessible to Persons with Disabilities – Report of Courts Disabilities 

Committee, dated Jan. 2007 Exhibit “M” |Tab 11M, Vol. III, pages 166| 
70 See para 104 of Applicant’s Memorandum |Tab 7, Vol. I, page 57| 
71 See para 105 of Applicant’s Memorandum |Tab 7, Vol. I, page 57| 
72 See Notice to the Media from Court of Appeal, no date Exhibit “G” |Tab 12G, Vol. III, pages 90| 
73 See Ontario Courts Notice to the Profession dated May 13, 2020 and amended October 6, 2020  
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PART II – REPLY ARGUMENT TO WSIAT ARGUEMNT ON COSTS 

 

46. The WSIAT has argued that there is no basis to award Mr. Taylor’s costs award or any 

authority to make such an award. The WSIAT also claims they are not seeking any costs 

should Mr. Taylor’s application be granted.74 This is incorrect and was confirmed by this 

court in British Columbia (Minister of Forests) v. Okanagan Indian Band,75 where at para 40, 

Justice Lebel stated the following criteria for an advanced costs order: 

1. The party seeking interim costs genuinely cannot afford to pay for the litigation, 

and no other realistic option exists for bringing the issues to trial -- in short, the 

litigation would be unable to proceed if the order were not made. 

Mr. Taylor has been forced to live on less than $1,000 a month for him and 

his daughter and is currently homeless, which Mr. Taylor is sure the Court 

and the WSIAT is enjoying!76 

 

2. The claim to be adjudicated is prima facie meritorious; that is, the claim is at least 

of sufficient merit that it is contrary to the interests of justice for the opportunity to 

pursue the case to be forfeited just because the litigant lacks financial means. 

  Mr. Taylor asserts that his claim is meritorious and is a national concern. 

3. The issues raised transcend the individual interests of the particular litigant, are of 

public importance, and have not been resolved in previous cases. 

Mr. Taylor’s case is of great importance to most Canadians, as it impacts 

working Canadians, it impacts self-represented litigants and persons with 

disabilities, including migrant injured workers.77  

 

47. This court again confirmed this practice and authority of the court to award an advanced 

costs order in its decision of Little Sisters Book & Art Emporium v. Canada (Commissioner 

of Customs and Revenue).78 

 

48. The basis of Mr. Taylor’s request for a costs order is that this is a matter involving a single 

individual, Mr. Taylor, with a very limited means attempting to protect the rights of not just 

his own but millions of status Canadians. The purpose of Canada’s justice system is to ensure 

fairness, to ensure Canadians rights are protected. How can this be done when Mr. Taylor 

living on a very limited means must go up against a government agency with almost 

 
74 See para 54, of WSIAT respondent’s Memorandum of Argument 
75 2003 SCC 71 (CanLII) 
76 See para 25 of Affidavit of Paul Taylor Paul Taylor, sworn Sep. 20/19 |Tab 12, Vol. III, page 18| 
77 See para 41 to 63 of Applicant’s Memorandum |Tab 7, Vol. I, page 38 to 44| 
78 2007 SCC 2 
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unlimited means where their annual operating budget revenue of $1.9 billion and was 5% 

above budget,79 with a surplus fund in excess of $36 billion.  

How can a system that claims to be about fairness claim this is fair? 

 

49. While the WSIAT has stated they are not seeking costs awards, at this time! They have done 

so in the past and were awarded costs against Mr. Taylor, in the amount of $10,000. The 

amount equivalent to a year’s income for Mr. Taylor. Most disturbingly it is with no regard 

for Mr. Taylor. It confirms a complete and clear lack of any mercy when the WSIB/WSIAT 

has an operating budget revenue of $1.8 with a 5% profit increase. Additionally, the 

WSIAT is demanding Mr. Taylor pay all the costs awards before he can even get his judicial 

review, a judicial review, which will never restore the harm done to Mr. Taylor.80  

Confirming the Courts below have no interest in the justice of underprivileged groups 

of Canadians by punishing anyone, like Mr. Taylor, with hefty costs orders.  

Showing a complete lack of mercy! 

 

50. This case has nothing to do with law, facts, or evidence. It is sadly a case about a battle of the 

rich powerful government against a poor man. While the likelihood of success on this 

application is zero, Mr. Taylor still proceeds with it, not because he thinks he is right, but 

because he believes as all Canadians do, that justice must prevail, but it won’t will it! 

 

“To no one will we deny or delay right or justice”81  

 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED. 

 

 

 

October 26, 2020     _____

      Paul Taylor 

      Self-Represented Litigant        

 
79 See page 10 of WSIB 2019 Economic Statement, as part of a supplement to this Reply 
80 See WSIAT Motion, dated Sep. 18/20, which is supplemental to this Reply 
81 'The 1215 Magna Carta: Clause 40', The Magna Carta Project, trans. H. Summerson et al. 

[http://magnacarta.cmp.uea.ac.uk/read/magna_carta_1215/Clause_40] 
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Contact accessibility@wsib.on.ca if you require this communication in an alternative format.  

200 Front Street West, Toronto, Ontario, M5V 3J1 
Toll free: 1-800-387-0750 |  TTY: 1-800-387-0050 |  Fax: 1-888-313-7373 

 
 

              
              
              
              
             
              
 

 
 
 
Dear PAUL TAYLOR, 
 
 
Subject: Coverage of Medical Cannabis 
 
This letter is to confirm my decision regarding the request for funding for Medical Cannabis in this claim. 
 
Details of the case: 
 
You are eligible for various health care benefits related to your work accident of February 6, 1997. You 
currently have a total non-economic loss (NEL) award of 14% for low back and neck. 
 
We received a correspondence from you on March 29, 2020 requesting funding for medical cannabis in 
this claim.  
 
You submitted a medical reimbursement form with an invoice date April 20, 2020 requesting 
reimbursement for Cannabis oil for $322.02. 
 
I have reviewed the past medical reports and diagnostic test results on file from previous years to present 
from the different health practitioners involved in your care. 
 
Criteria: 
 
According to WSIB Operational Policy, 17-01-10, Cannabis for Medical Purposes states in part: 
Medical cannabis is not necessary, appropriate, or sufficient health care treatment for most medical 
conditions due to the lack of strong and consistent evidence of therapeutic efficacy, and the known harms 
of cannabis use. However, in limited circumstances, medical cannabis may be necessary, appropriate, 
and sufficient health care treatment as a result of a work-related injury/disease. 
 
When entitlement to medical cannabis is allowed, the WSIB reviews and monitors the use and 
effectiveness of medical cannabis and may suspend or discontinue entitlement when it is determined 
medical cannabis is no longer necessary, appropriate, or sufficient treatment. 
 
Overview of entitlement criteria: 
 
Except where otherwise provided in this policy in relation to palliative care, entitlement to medical 
cannabis for a work-related injury/disease may be allowed if all of the following criteria are met: 

PAUL TAYLOR 
 

   
 

 
 

      

Claim No.: 
 
Worker Name: 
 
Date of 
Injury/Illness: 
 
Injury/Illness: 

 

PAUL TAYLOR 

06/Feb/1997 

 
Lower Back,Neck 

October 26, 2020 
 

wsib.ca 
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 3334A 

1. The worker has a designated condition. 
2. The worker's treating health professional authorizes medical cannabis to treat the designated 

condition. 
3. The worker has exhausted conventional treatments for the designated condition. 
4. An appropriate clinical assessment of the worker has been conducted. 
5. The benefits of medical cannabis for the worker outweigh the risks. 
6. The dose and route of administration authorized for the worker are appropriate. 
7. The worker has a valid medical document or a written order for medical cannabis. 

 
Entitlement Criteria: 
 
1. Designated Condition 
Entitlement to medical cannabis will only be considered if 

• the worker has a designated condition, and 
• the designated condition is clinically associated with a work-related injury/disease or its treatment. 

 
Designated condition means one of the following conditions for which there is evidence of the therapeutic 
efficacy of medical cannabis: 

• neuropathic pain 
• spasticity resulting from a spinal cord injury 
• nausea and vomiting associated with cancer chemotherapy 
• loss of appetite associated with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) or acquired immune 

deficiency syndrome (AIDS) 
• pain and other symptoms experienced in a palliative setting 

 

2. Medical cannabis must be authorized by the treating health professional 
The health professional who authorizes the medical cannabis to treat the designated condition should be 
the health professional responsible for managing the ongoing care of the designated condition and/or the 
associated work-related injury/disease and for conducting regular clinical reassessments of the worker's 
response to the medical cannabis treatment. 

• Where another health professional authorizes the medical cannabis and assumes responsibility for 
conducting regular clinical reassessments of the worker's response to the medical cannabis treatment, the 
primary treating health professional must support the use and the continued use of medical cannabis for 
the designated condition. 

3. Exhausting conventional treatments 
Except in cases of palliative care, the worker must exhaust conventional treatments before initial 
entitlement to medical cannabis will be considered. The use of conventional treatments and the worker's 
response to those treatments must be clearly documented in the worker's medical records. 
A worker exhausts conventional treatments when: 

• the worker has had adequate trials of appropriate conventional treatments for the designated 
condition, and 

• the treatments are either ineffective (e.g., fail to alleviate or improve the designated condition) or 
not tolerated. 

NOTE 
In this section, 
"adequate trial" means the worker has tried a treatment 
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 3334A 

• at an appropriate dose for a duration that allows for the proper evaluation of the efficacy of the 
treatment, or 

• until an adverse reaction prevents continuation. 
 

In the case of neuropathic pain, an adequate trial of a treatment will usually be three months. 
"appropriate conventional treatments" means both appropriate pharmaceutical and non-pharmaceutical 
treatments. Additionally, in the case of neuropathic pain, appropriate conventional treatments means the 
worker has tried, at a minimum, three first-line and/or second-line treatments, and a pharmaceutical 
cannabinoid. 

4. Clinical assessment 
An appropriate clinical assessment of the worker, with measurable findings, must take place before initial 
entitlement to medical cannabis will be considered. Likewise, subsequent reassessments must be 
conducted to support ongoing entitlement to medical cannabis. The results of these 
assessments/reassessments must be clearly documented in the worker's medical records to establish 
the necessity, appropriateness, and sufficiency of the medical cannabis treatment. 
An appropriate clinical assessment/reassessment will generally 

• identify measurable treatment goals that will be used to evaluate the progress of the medical 
cannabis treatment (e.g., weight gain, cessation of nausea or vomiting, pain relief, improved or 
sustained function, return to work) 

• evaluate whether any progress towards identified treatments goals has been made as a result of 
the medical cannabis treatment 

• advise the worker of the potential risks of medical cannabis and about the safe use of medical 
cannabis 

• assess the worker for contraindications and precautions including, but not limited to,  
o anxiety and mood disorders, and 
o substance use disorders using a validated addiction risk screening tool, such as the 

CAGE-AID or the Opioid Risk Tool 
• assess the worker for adverse effects, side effects, complications, or any change in function 
• where the worker has neuropathic pain or spasticity, administer both baseline and follow-up pain 

and functional assessments of the worker using validated measures, such as the Brief Pain 
Inventory (BPI) and Short Form Health Survey (SF-36) 

• identify a clinical rationale for the daily quantity of dried cannabis, the THC percentage, and the 
period of use authorized for the worker, and identify the potential impacts to the worker's ability to 
perform their work duties, in particular, any safety sensitive tasks, such as driving or operating 
machinery 

 
5. The benefits of medical cannabis outweigh the risks 
Medical cannabis can be considered where the benefits of the treatment for the worker outweigh the 
risks. Any factors that may increase the risks of medical cannabis will be considered when determining its 
necessity, appropriateness, and sufficiency. Without limiting the foregoing, such factors include where: 

• medical cannabis is contraindicated 
• precautions are present 
• the potential exists for adverse drug reactions/interactions, or 
• the treatment may impede the worker's recovery. 

 
6. Dose and route of administration 
Subject to the limits on dosing and administration in this section, an appropriate dose will generally be the 
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lowest safe and effective dose of medical cannabis in terms of both the daily quantity and THC 
percentage. 
 
Dosing should begin at the lowest possible dose and proceed slowly and cautiously in a gradual fashion. 
 
Limits on dosing and administration 
The medical cannabis and route of administration authorized for the worker must satisfy all of the 
following: 

• The route of administration must not involve smoking. 

• The daily quantity of dried medical cannabis must not exceed three grams. 

• The medical cannabis should be CBD-rich with minimal THC. 

• The THC concentration of medical cannabis that is intended for inhalation must not exceed 90 
milligrams of THC per gram (i.e., nine per cent THC by weight). 

• The milligrams of THC per day must not exceed 30 milligrams. 
 
In all cases, the classes of medical cannabis, the types of products within a class, and/or the specific 
cannabis products must be necessary, appropriate, and sufficient in the circumstances. 
 
Exception 
Despite the limits on dosing in this section, the WSIB may approve requests for 

• a daily quantity of dried cannabis (or its equivalent) over three grams 
• milligrams of THC per day over 30 milligrams (but in no case, other than palliative care, must the 

milligrams of THC per day exceed 75 milligrams), or 
• a THC concentration over 90 milligrams of THC per gram, 

where it is satisfied the quantity, milligrams of THC, or THC concentration requested results in a dose 
that is necessary, appropriate, and sufficient for the worker. 
 
When reviewing these requests, the WSIB considers the supporting evidence including any relevant 
evidence documented through a clinical assessment/reassessment of the worker. 
 
7. Valid medical document or written order 
The worker must have a valid medical document or a written order. A medical document remains valid for 
the period of use specified on it. 
In addition to satisfying the requirements of the Cannabis Regulations, the medical document or written 
order must comply with the dosing and route of administration criteria in this policy and specify 

• the milligrams of THC per day approved for the worker, and 
• the route(s) of administration. (The route of administration must not involve smoking.) 

 
 
DECISION: 
I am unable to consider funding for Medical Cannabis in this claim.  

 

Based on the information in your file along with the above noted policies, you do not have a designated 

condition that would allow for funding of medical cannabis. I am unable to allow reimbursement for the 

Cannabis oil. 
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I have made this decision based on the information available to me.  If you do not understand the 
decision, or if you do not agree with the conclusions reached, please call me. I would be pleased to 
discuss your concerns. 
 
It is important to know that the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act impose time limits on 
objections.  If you want to object to my decision, the Act requires that you notify me in writing no 
later than April 26, 2021. 
 
To submit this written appeal notice, please go to our website at www.wsib.on.ca and complete the 
Intent to Object Form.  There is an instruction sheet included on this site which also lists organizations 
that can provide free representation.  The instruction sheet will come up if you type ‘objection’ into the 
search box on our site.  If you do not have access to our website, you may call our toll free number below 
and request the form be mailed to you. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
C. Domingo 
Nurse Consultant 
Service Delivery 
 
Tel:  416-344-1000 or 1-800-387-0750 
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Court File No.  

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

(DIVISIONAL COURT) 

B E T W E E N: 

PAUL TAYLOR
Applicant 

and 

PIVOTAL INTEGRATED HR SOLUTIONS
Respondent 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

The Workplace Safety and Insurance Appeals Tribunal (“WSIAT”, or “Tribunal”) will 

make a motion to a judge on Monday, October 5, 2020, at 10:00 a.m. or as soon after the 

motion can be heard, at Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West, Toronto. 

PROPOSED METHOD OF HEARING: The Motion is to be heard (choose appropriate option) 

[  ] in writing under subrule 37.12.1(1) because it is  (insert one of on consent, 

unopposed or made without notice); 

[  ] in writing as an opposed motion under subrule 37.12.1(4); 

[X] orally. 

THE MOTION IS FOR:

1. An Order that WSIAT be added as a party respondent to the Application; 

2. An Order that the Application be dismissed as an abuse of process; 
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3. In the alternative, an order that the Application be stayed until the Applicant has 

paid all costs outstanding in Court File No. CV-14-0794-00; 

4. Costs of this motion; and 

5. Such further relief as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court may deem 

just. 

THE GROUNDS FOR THE MOTION ARE: 

1. The Applicant seeks judicial review of two decisions of the Tribunal on this 

Application, being Decision No. 691/05, dated February 11, 2008, and Decision 

No. 691/05R, dated June 13, 2013; 

2. As such, the Tribunal is entitled to be added as a party under s.9(2) of the 

Judicial Review Procedure Act; 

3. The Tribunal is likely the only party that will oppose the Application; 

4. In 2013, following the Tribunal’s Decision No. 691/05R, the Applicant 

commenced a Rule 14 Application in the Superior Court, challenging the 

Tribunal’s two decisions; 

5. On July 11, 2013 counsel for the Tribunal wrote to the Applicant, to advise him 

that an application for judicial review had to be brought in Divisional Court; 

6. The Applicant ignored this advice, and instead issued a statement of claim 

against the Tribunal and the Workplace Insurance and Safety Board (“WSIB”), 

seeking damages of over $6 million, later increased to $16 million; 
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7. The Tribunal and WSIB moved to strike the claim, and the claim was duly struck 

without leave to amend on February 22, 2017; 

8. The Applicant was ordered to pay costs in the amount of $3000 to each of the 

Tribunal and WSIB on December 14, 2017; 

9. These costs represented slightly less than the amount of disbursements for the 

Tribunal, which did not seek costs in respect of its fees; 

10. The Applicant’s appeal to the Court of Appeal was dismissed on February 6, 

2018, with costs payable to the WSIB in the amount of $2000 and to the Tribunal 

in the amount of $2500; 

11. Again, the Tribunal did not seek costs other than a modest amount to cover its 

disbursements; 

12. The Applicant’s further application for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of 

Canada was dismissed on April 16, 2020; 

13. On March 13, 2020, the Applicant commenced an application for judicial review 

of the Tribunal’s decisions in the Superior Court of Justice, Court File No. CV-20-

00000110-0000, naming WSIAT as the Respondent, with a return date of March 

24, 2020; 

14. Shortly thereafter, the Applicant advised that he would not be proceeding with the 

application on an urgent basis; 
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15. On June 9, 2020 counsel for the Tribunal wrote to the Applicant, to advise that 

the application should be brought in the Divisional Court, and in any event would 

be opposed as an abuse of process; 

16. On June 26, 2020, the Applicant wrote to counsel for the Tribunal and others, to 

advise that he was abandoning the application in the Superior Court, on the basis 

that he had in his view improperly named the Tribunal as a Respondent; 

17. On August 14, 2020, the Applicant commenced the within application for judicial 

review, naming only his former employer as Respondent; 

18. The Applicant has delayed over 7 years in bringing this Application, despite being 

advised by Tribunal counsel that any application for judicial review should be 

brought in the Divisional Court, and despite the repeated rulings of the courts on 

that issue; 

19. The Applicant has never paid the costs awards against him; 

20. The Applicant displays a pattern of repetitive, frivolous litigation; 

21. The Applicant apparently seeks to rely upon evidence of the Tribunal’s panel in 

Decision 691/05 discussing matters in caucus, which he surreptitiously recorded, 

and which the courts have definitively ruled to be inadmissible as a violation of 

deliberative secrecy; 

22. Rules 2.01, 25.11, 38, and 68 of the Rules of Civil Procedure, s.106 of the Courts 

of Justice Act and the inherent jurisdiction of this Court; and 
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23. Such further grounds as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court may 

accept. 

THE FOLLOWING EVIDENCE WILL BE USED AT THE HEARING OF THE MOTION: 

1. Affidavit of Michelle Alton, sworn September 18, 2020; and 

2. Such further evidence as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court may 

accept. 

September 18, 2020 Paliare Roland Rosenberg Rothstein LLP 
155 Wellington Street West 
35th Floor 
Toronto ON  M5V 3H1 
Tel: 416.646.4300 
Fax: 416.646.4301 

Andrew Lokan (LSO# 31629Q) 
Tel: 416.646.4324 

Lawyers for the WSIAT 

TO:  Paul Taylor 
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Workers' Co-operation Obligations

Application Date This policy applies to all decisions made on or after February 15, 2013, for all

accidents.

Published February 15, 2013

Section Compliance

Document Number 22-01-03

Policy

A worker who is receiving bene�ts under the insurance plan, or who is entitled to do so, is required to

provide the WSIB with any information necessary to adjudicate the claim

co-operate in health care measures the WSIB considers appropriate

undergo an examination by a health professional selected and paid for by the WSIB

undergo an examination by a health professional selected and paid for by the employer if directed by the WSIB

co-operate in all aspects of work reintegration (WR), including work transition (WT) assessments and plans.

If a worker does not ful�ll these obligations, the worker's bene�ts may be reduced or suspended.

Purpose

The purpose of this policy is to set out a worker's co-operation obligations and the penalties for non-compliance.

Guidelines

Co-operation obligations

Providing information

Workers must give the WSIB information necessary to assist in the adjudication of their claims. For example, workers

whose employment pattern was non-permanent or irregular at the time of the injury are required to submit proof of

earnings information by the 13th week of bene�ts, see 18-02-03, Determining Long-term Average Earnings -

Workers in Permanent Employment, and 18-02-04, Determining Long-term Average Earnings - Workers in Non-

permanent Employment.

If a worker must obtain the information from a third party, the WSIB must be satis�ed that the worker failed to take all

reasonable steps to acquire the information before making a �nding of non-co-operation.

Operational Policy Manual
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When a worker does not provide the necessary information, the WSIB may reduce or suspend the worker's bene�ts

until the information is provided.

Health care

Workers must co-operate in the health care measures the WSIB considers appropriate. If they do not, the WSIB may

reduce or suspend their bene�ts until they co-operate.

Examples of non-co-operation include

changing health professional without WSIB approval, see 17-01-03, Choice and Change of Health Professional

not following prescribed treatment

intentionally abusing prescription medication, or

missing appointments with health care practitioners.

If a worker has a legitimate reason for failing to follow prescribed treatment, the decision-maker, in consultation with

WSIB health care staff, considers acceptable alternative treatments.

For information regarding workers with non-work-related health problems interfering with the treatment of a work-

related condition, see 17-03-04, Health Care for Non-work-related Conditions.

Health examinations

If a worker refuses to undergo a health examination requested by the attending health professional or the WSIB, or if

the worker obstructs the examination, the WSIB may reduce or suspend bene�ts until the worker co-operates. For

more information on WSIB-requested health examinations, see 17-04-03, WSIB-Requested Health Examinations.

If the WSIB directs that an employer-requested health examination take place, the worker must undergo the

examination as directed. If a worker fails to do so, the WSIB may reduce or suspend bene�ts until the worker co-

operates. For information on employer-requested health examinations, see 17-04-02, Employer-Requested Health

Examinations.

Work Reintegration

For information on the speci�cs of the worker's obligation(s) to co-operate in WR, see 19-02-02, Responsibilities of

the Workplace Parties in Work Reintegration.

Worker non-co-operation

Notice of non-co-operation

If the WSIB determines that a worker is not co-operating with the obligation(s), the decision-maker noti�es the worker

of the

obligation to co-operate

�nding of non-co-operation, and

consequences of this �nding (i.e., the reduction and/or suspension of bene�ts).

Notice is given verbally (if possible), and con�rmed in writing in every case.

Reducing or suspending bene�ts
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The WSIB may reduce or suspend a worker's bene�ts if after notifying the worker of the obligation(s), the worker

fails to co-operate with the obligation(s), and

does not have a legitimate reason for not co-operating.

Restoring bene�ts

The WSIB does not restore bene�ts for any period that they were reduced or suspended due to non-co-operation

unless the WSIB

did not communicate to the worker the obligation(s) and the consequences of non-co-operation, or

made an error in �nding the worker to be non-co-operative.

Legitimate reason

When a worker does not meet an obligation, the WSIB determines whether there was a legitimate reason. Workers

are not penalized for non-co-operation if there is a legitimate reason. Legitimate reasons include

unexpected illness, accidents, severe weather conditions

compelling personal reasons, such as a death in the family

the actions or inactions of a relevant third party, such as Canada Revenue Agency (CRA), if tax records are

involved.

Vacations

A worker may request up to 3 weeks vacation time per year. Vacation time may be approved if the worker and the

decision-maker agree upon the time of the vacation, and it does not interfere with the worker's ability to ful�ll any of

the obligations.

Offences - Fraud

When a worker commits a claim-related offence or fraud, the WSIB reduces or suspends bene�ts in accordance

with 22-01-05, Offences and Penalties - General.

Application date

This policy applies to all decisions made on or after February 15, 2013, for all accidents.

Document History

This document replaces 22-01-03 dated October 12, 2004.

This document was previously published as: 

11-01-07 dated June 15, 1999.

References

Legislative Authority

Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997, as amended 

Sections 23, 34, 35, 36, 40, 42(7), 43(7)
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Workers' Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, as amended 

Sections 23, 34, 37, 43, 69(3), (4)

Minute

Administrative 

#47, January 28, 2013, Page 509
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Functional Abilities Form for Work Reintegration

Application Date This policy applies to all decisions made on or after January 1, 2015, for all

accidents.

Published January 2, 2015

Section Work Reintegration

Document Number 19-02-04

Policy

When �ling a claim, workers must consent to the disclosure of their functional abilities information by the treating

health professional to the employer to assist in work reintegration.

The employer and worker (workplace parties) can obtain written functional abilities information either by using

the WSIB's Functional Abilities Form for Planning Early and Safe Return to Work (FAF), or

a form created by them which is speci�c to their own workplace.

When requested to do so by an employer or worker, the treating health professional must give the WSIB, the

employer, and the worker such information concerning the worker's functional abilities as is required to complete the

FAF.

Purpose

The purpose of this policy is to set out the rules around the request, completion, use, disclosure and payment of an

FAF.

Guidelines

NOTE

Unless speci�cally indicated, these guidelines only pertain to the use of the WSIB's FAF, not to the use of forms

created by the workplace parties.

Purpose of the FAF

The FAF may be used by the workplace parties to help identify suitable jobs consistent with the worker's functional

abilities. Its purpose is to highlight what a worker can do and what limitations apply.

The FAF does not contain either clinical or diagnostic information. It does not replace the health professional's

reporting requirements to the WSIB. As well, the form does not replace the employer's initial-accident reporting

obligations, see 15-01-02, Employer's Initial Accident-Reporting Obligations.

Operational Policy Manual
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Discretionary use of the FAF

Although the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997 (WSIA) requires all workers who �le a claim for bene�ts to

consent to the disclosure of functional abilities information, see 15-01-03, Workers' Requirement to Claim and

Consent, the workplace parties are not required to have an FAF completed by a health professional.

The decision to obtain functional abilities information, and to use the WSIB's FAF, rests with the workplace parties.

Using a form created by the workplace parties

In some cases, the workplace parties may decide to obtain functional abilities information but, instead of using the

WSIB's FAF, may choose to use a form they created. 

 

If so, the employer must obtain a separate consent from the worker, on a non-WSIB form. The initial consent given by

the worker when �ling a claim relates only to the disclosure of information on the WSIB's FAF.

Completion of FAF

A properly completed FAF contains information the workplace parties may need to assist them in a return to work. 

 

Health professionals must answer all the questions on the FAF which are relevant to the worker, and may also attach

a letter to describe functional capabilities and limitations. 

 

Diagnostic information should not be included on the form or any attachments. The form may either be typewritten, or

handwritten (in dark ink). Once completed, the means by which the health professional may deliver it to the workplace

parties and the WSIB include

hand or courier

regular mail, or

FAX.

Because the treating health professional submits a copy of the completed form to the WSIB, it is not necessary for the

workplace parties to submit their copies of the completed form to the WSIB.

Number of forms used per claim

Because the workplace parties are responsible for deciding when functional abilities information is necessary, the

WSIB does not limit the number of forms which can be used to achieve WR.

FAFs may be used for recurrences, see 15-02-05, Recurrences.

Con�dentiality of report

Neither employers nor employer representatives may disclose the information contained in an FAF except to a person

assisting the workplace parties in meeting their WR obligations.

Anyone who contravenes this con�dentiality is guilty of an offence. If prosecuted and convicted, they are liable for a

�ne of up to

$25,000 or up to 6 months in jail, or both, for individuals, or

$100,000 for corporate entities.
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For more on offences and penalties, see section "Compliance" in the Operational Policy Manual.

Use by WSIB staff

Although the FAF is designed for the use of the workplace parties, WSIB staff may use the information contained in

the form for decision-making purposes.

For example, the FAF could be used by WSIB decision-makers to help determine whether the post-injury job is

suitable for the worker.

Because the FAF does not contain clinical information, it is not used to determine initial entitlement to bene�ts under

the insurance plan.

Pre-1998 claims

Although the WSIA does not require workers with pre-1998 claims to consent to the disclosure of functional abilities

information, the workplace parties may want to obtain such information to achieve WR.

In these cases, the workplace parties may use either the FAF or a form they created. With either type of form, the

workplace parties should consult the treating health professional to see what type of consent he or she requires.

Who is a treating health professional?

Health professional means a member of a College of a health profession as de�ned in the Regulated Health

Professions Act, 1991.

Generally, the treating health professional is the person who is responsible for the ongoing care of the worker.

However, health professionals who treat the worker on a one-time basis may also be called upon by the workplace

parties to complete an FAF.

NOTE

Given the nature of emergency care, emergency room professionals may not be ideally suited to provide functional

abilities information to the workplace parties. However, the decision to ask an emergency room professional to

complete an FAF rests with the workplace parties.

WSIB- or employer-requested health exams

Generally, a health professional who examines a worker at the request of either the WSIB or the employer is not

considered the treating health professional for the purposes of completing an FAF.

For more information on employer-requested or WSIB-requested health examinations, see 17-04-02, Employer-

Requested Health Examinations, and 17-04-03, WSIB-Requested Health Examinations.

Two or more health professionals

In some cases, more than one health professional may treat the worker (e.g., a general practitioner and a

physiotherapist, two specialists). If the workplace parties believe that each health professional can provide useful

functional abilities information, two separate FAFs can be completed.

Role of the treating health professional
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The workplace parties and the WSIB depend on the treating health professional to complete the form and provide it to

the workplace parties and the WSIB in a timely manner. Therefore, the health professional who is selected by the

workplace parties should complete the FAF, and if requested, complete subsequent FAFs.

Changing health professionals

The WSIB does not allow the worker to change health professionals for the sole purpose of obtaining an FAF unless

the treating health professional

does not complete and submit the FAF in a timely manner, or

refuses to complete the FAF.

In these cases, the workplace parties can ask another health professional to complete the form.

For more information on choice and change of health professionals, see 17-01-03, Choice and Change of Health

Professional.

Payment to health professionals

Using an FAF

The WSIB pays for the completion of the FAF except if the treating health professional is employed by the employer. In

these cases, the employer must pay the costs of the form directly.

Health professionals are not permitted to charge workers for completion of the form.

For information on the WSIB's fee schedules, see 17-03-01, Health Care Fees.

Using a form created by the workplace parties

If the workplace parties choose to use a form created by themselves, the employer is responsible for paying the health

professional directly.

Pending or rejected claims

As with the payment of clinical assessments/reports requested for adjudication, see 17-02-03, Payment of Clinical

Assessments/Reports Requested for Adjudication, the WSIB pays for a completed FAF in claims which are pending

or which are subsequently rejected.

No-lost time claim

The WSIB pays for completed FAFs in a no-lost time claim.

Costs on accident cost statement

The costs of FAFs are shown on an employer's accident cost statement as a health care expense.

Application date

This policy applies to all decisions made on or after January 1, 2015, for all accidents.

Document History

This document replaces 19-02-04 dated February 15, 2013.
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This document was previously published as: 

19-02-04 dated August 1, 2007 

19-02-04 dated October 12, 2004 

19-02-04 dated May 23, 2000 

19-02-04 dated June 15, 1999.

References

Legislative Authority

Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997, as amended 

Sections 22(5), 33, 37, 150(1), 158

O.Reg. 456/97

Minute

Administrative 

#14, December 12, 2014, Page 522
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Paul Taylor 
  

 
  

 
             

 
 
 
 
October 25, 2020 

Sent by WSIB Electronic drop box 
 

 

 

 

Workplace Safety and Insurance Board – WSIB  

200 Front Street West 

Toronto Ontario M5V 31J 

 

Re:  Request for Medical Information 

WSIB Claim File  

 

 

I am writing in response to Mr. Belec’s E-mail dated October 7, 2020, where I had raised 

concern, I had not received a response from the WSIB for my request for medical cannabis. I am 

also writing in response to the WSIB letter dated April 28, 2020.  

 

First, I did respond to Mr. Belec’s E-mail on October 7, 2020, where I had indicated to Mr. 

Belec, I did not receive the letter of April 28, 2020, until he sent it to me on October 7, 2020. 

This is because communication from the WSIB has been, at best, sporadic, to say the least. Even 

though I have asked many times that the WSIB is to communicate with me by e-mail. This way 

the WSIB cannot lie about something that was said. My request for e-mail communication was a 

request for accommodations was from a person with disabilities. However, in typical fashion the 

WSIB has ignored my request, which is in clear violation of the Ontario Human Rights Code. 

Much like when Appeals Officer and Mr. Belec mocked and made fun of me for being partially 

colourblind. They claimed a person in Ontario cannot drive a truck and be colourblind. While 

most would not find this funny, I find it funny, stupid as only a fool would not check with the 

Ministry of Transport to see if that is true. However, this only confirms the hatred the WSIB has 

towards injured workers and most importantly towards persons with disabilities. I have often said 

to people who question me being colour blind do you go up to people in a wheelchair lift them 

up and kick the wheelchair and say come on you can walk can’t you. I will admit I was really 

shocked to hear it come from Mr. Belec who is a member of the Law Society and sworn to 

respect the Human Rights Code, specifically persons with disabilities.     
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Second, I had submitted my request for coverage of cannabis, which was lawfully prescribed to 

me and as such was necessary. I was requesting reimbursement for what I have already paid for 

and continuing coverage.   

 

The law as it applies to my case: 

As you are well aware, I was injured prior to the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, (“WSIA”) 

which means according to section 102 of the WSIA means that with limited revisions the  

Workers Compensation Act applies in my case.   

50 (1) Every worker who is entitled to compensation under this Part or who would 
have been so entitled had the worker been disabled beyond the day of the 
accident is entitled, 

(a) to such health care as may be necessary as a result of the injury; 

I have discussed the use of medical cannabis with my treating Doctor. I have also discussed with 

a cannabis specialist, as approved by OHIP, who had agreed it was necessary for me to use 

medical cannabis for my work injuries. Therefore, according to the law, I am to be covered for it.    

    

In the letter of April 28, 2020, the WSIB has demanded medical information to decide for 

entitlement to healthcare benefits, being the use and reimbursement of medical cannabis. This 

request is not lawful as according to s. 51(3) says I must consent to the release of medical 

information and I do not consent to the release of the medical information.  

 

While I recognize there is a policy for cannabis, that policy 17-01-10, is in violation of section 

51(3) of the Workers Compensation Act R.S.O. 1990 as stated: 

(3) A health professional is required to provide a report in accordance with subsection 
(2) only if, 

(a) the worker consents; and 

(b) the prescribed requirements, if any, are satisfied. 

 

The Board Policy 17-01-10 as it is written is in violation of the of the Workers Compensation 

Act and is therefore of no effect, in my case.  

 

Due to my suffering from severe chronic pain I can no longer wait, I wish I could.  I have been 

waiting for more than a year. The delay is the fault of the WSIB and NO one else. 

 

I also add that denying healthcare benefits is still in violation of s. 50 (1). I am therefore 

requesting coverage for medical cannabis under s. 50(1) of the Workers Compensation Act. 

Failure of granting my request will constitute a violation of s. 2, 7, 12, and 15 of my Charter 

Rights.  
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As such if I do not receive a response by end of business of October 26, 2020, I will then be 

compelled to take legal action against the WSIB for violation of s. 2, 7, 12, and 15 of the 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms and request damages be award under s. 24(1) of the 

Charter.   

 

As I have been dealing with the WSIB for more than 23 years, it is very easy to anticipate the 

decision will be no, because of their complete arrogance towards injured workers. Only a fool 

would deny what the WSIB is really doing, which is cost cutting games to deprive injured 

workers of proper healthcare and they have no regard for injured workers.  

 

Therefore, I will start preparing my materials to file with the court and will notify Mr. Belec 

counsel of the WSIB of my intentions and will serve him directly. If by some miracle the WSIB 

has developed a sense of compassion for my chronic pain and agreed to cover my cannabis 

please let me know immediately by e-amil at paultayl@hotmail.com  

 

 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

Paul Taylor  

 In an ethics course I learned the legal definition of evil is when an individual causes harm on 

another and then takes pleasure from it.  

Does the WSIB take pleasure in the suffering of Injured Workers?     

 

c.c. Mr. Belec Counsel for the WSIB – sent by E-mail 
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Message from Elizabeth Witmer, Chair and  

Thomas Teahen, President and CEO 

 
On behalf of the Board of Directors of Ontario’s Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB), 
we are pleased to present the 2019 Economic Statement. A strong financial position ensures 
that we can continue to serve Ontarians over the long term, and future benefits for anyone with 
a workplace injury or illness are protected. Our aim is to make Ontario the safest province in 
which to work and run a business, which is why maintaining financial sustainability is integral to 
the work that we do: promoting healthy and safe workplaces across the province and supporting 
the best return-to-work and recovery outcomes for anyone with a workplace injury or illness.  
 
The 2019 Economic Statement delivers an overview of our major milestones and improvements 
in service delivery and operational results, and our financial performance over the last year. This 
is the second year in row that the WSIB is over 100 per cent funded, on a Sufficiency Ratio 
basis, and this accomplishment is due in part to the contributions made by Ontario businesses. 
We cannot thank Ontario’s employees and employers enough for their continued support and 
partnership in making Ontario a safer place to work.  
 
As a result of a continued strong financial position, we will be able to maintain and further 
enhance our programs and services for people who need us, make improvements to our 
customer experience, enhance our health and safety programs and provide Ontario businesses 
with a 17 per cent reduction in the average premium rate for 2020. This will result in $607 million 
being put back into the hands of Ontario businesses, for further investments in workplace health 
and safety programs and initiatives.  
 
We are also introducing a new premium rate-setting model in 2020 that will provide greater 
transparency and fairness in the rate setting process. This new rate model will ensure WSIB 
services are provided in a financially sustainable way.  

     
 
Elizabeth Witmer      Thomas Teahen  

 Chair        President & CEO 
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Highlights 
Lower premium rates for 2020. Ontario businesses will see a 17 per cent reduction to the 
average premium rate for 2020. This is the fourth year in a row that the average premium rate 
has been lowered for businesses, a total reduction of $1.22 (47 per cent) from $2.59 in 2016. 
 
Increased fairness and transparency in premium rate setting. We are launching our new 
rate-setting model on January 1, 2020. Beginning in 2020, premium rates will be fairer, more 
transparent and will better reflect a business’s individual risk and claims experience. Businesses 
will also be able to improve their rates with a better health and safety record. 
 
We continue to be over 100% funded. After eliminating our Unfunded Liability (UFL) in 2018, 
our financial position continues to be strong. At the end of Q2 we were 110 per cent funded.  
 
Maintaining service with higher claim volume. Like other compensation boards across the 
country, we have seen an increase in claim submissions over the past few years. Even though 
we have seen a higher number of claims coming into the WSIB, 9 in 10 eligibility decisions 
continue to be made within two weeks, 9 in 10 people continue to return to work with no wage 
loss within 12 months and 8 in 10 claims are paid within five business days of the claim being 
allowed. 
 
Value for Ontarians. Once again the average premium rate was lowered in 2020 for Ontario 
businesses, resulting in $607 million being put back into the economy instead of going to fund 
the workers’ compensation system. This is in addition to the $2.2 billion of savings that have 
come as a result of consistent rate reductions since 2017. This means more money for Ontario 
businesses that can be reinvested in workplace health and safety. 
 
 

Figure 1: Average premium rates, 2012 to 2019 
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Our new strategic focus 
 
In our 2019 – 2021 Strategic Plan, we describe the WSIB’s central focus: reducing the 
disruption and devastation caused by injuries and illnesses in the workplace while supporting 
businesses to prevent injuries and illnesses in the first place. And in the Strategic Plan we lay 
out four key questions to anchor our work, to ensure we are delivering true public value to 
Ontarians.  
• Are we making Ontario a safer place to work? 
• Are we improving return-to-work and recovery outcomes? 
• Are we meeting our customers’ needs and expectations? 
• Are we providing services in a financially responsible and accountable way? 
Over the past year, we have made progress in each of these four areas, which are highlighted 
below. 
 

1| We are making Ontario a safer place to work  
 
Health and Safety Index. In May 2019, we released the latest Health and Safety Index result. 
Based on a comprehensive set of 15 metrics, workplace health and safety has improved by 1.9 
per cent in Ontario in the past year. Increased worker empowerment had the largest positive 
impact. 
 
This annual index result allows Ontarians to track how well the WSIB and our system partners 
are achieving our goal of making the province a safer place to work. The Index ensures we are 
collectively accountable for increased workplace safety, and that we are able to focus resources 
to drive improvements where they are most needed. The HSI also raises awareness of this 
crucial issue and encourages us to strive for continuous improvement. 
 
Enhancements to Compass. Compass is an online tool that allows Ontarians to view and 
compare the health and safety statistics of businesses across the province. It helps promote 
workplace health and safety and motivates employers to improve by allowing anyone to view 
the health and safety records of Ontario workplaces. The tool continues to be available to all 
Ontarians on our website and has been refreshed with 2018 data.  
 
Starting in fall 2019, businesses will have secure login access to Compass, which has been 
expanded as part of our online services. Here, individual businesses can access exclusive, 
detailed insights about their own claims, costs, premiums and rates. 
 
Voluntary health and safety program for workplaces. We are launching a new health and 
safety program that streamlines existing programs (Small Business, Safety Groups and 
Workwell) into one program with increased flexibility and service options for workplaces. The 
new program will leverage the results of the Health and Safety Index as well as other data to 
identify priority workplaces for a targeted approach. A roadmap will guide employers in 
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improving their workplace health and safety, supported by a network of WSIB-approved 
providers responsive to the needs of businesses of different sizes and industries. Businesses 
that are successful in the program will earn rebates as well as recognition on Compass to 
highlight their investment in health and safety. 
 
Preventing Noise Induced Hearing Loss. Noise in the workplace is widespread and common, 
however work-related noise induced hearing loss is entirely preventable. This year, we renewed 
our efforts to raise awareness of this critical issue in October 2018. The latest campaign helped 
Ontarians understand how loud is too loud, to test their hearing and to find more information on 
what to do about noise in the workplace. 
 

2 | We are improving return-to-work and recovery outcomes for 
people with workplace injuries or illnesses in a compassionate way  
 
Process and service enhancements. We’ve made improvements to provide better customer 
service and get people faster access to benefits and quality services. The process and service 
enhancements we started making in 2018 and continued into 2019 are designed to remove 
barriers and help get the right people doing the right work at the right time. For instance, last 
summer we began to better triage claims as they come in. Instead of handling all claims the 
same way, we now provide more personalized support to people who have recovery and return-
to-work obstacles and use a team-based approach to get them the best results. 
 
Creating occupational health hubs across Ontario. Our new Occupational Health 
Assessment Program (OHAP) provides assessment and case consult services for people with 
workplace injuries and illnesses. The new assessment program consolidates four existing 
services (including Regional Evaluation Centres) into one program and builds on our existing 
partnerships with public hospitals across Ontario. It supports better communication and 
coordination between health care providers, to get people the right treatment at the right 
time. The program helps us make sure that anyone with a workplace injury or illness receives 
the highest quality care, as close to home as possible.  
 

3 | We are improving customer service 
 
Online reconciliation for businesses. Businesses use our annual reconciliation to confirm that 
they have reported the correct amount of premiums. Online reconciliation became available on 
our website starting in early 2019. The tool includes automated calculations and links to an 
online reconciliation guide for assistance. Response from customers has been very positive, 
with 27 per cent of reconciliations processed online during the March-April 2019 reconciliation 
period. 
  
Reduced reporting requirements. At the end of 2018, we increased the insurable earnings 
threshold for businesses required to report and pay premiums monthly. As a result, 
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approximately 45,000 fewer businesses (about 15 per cent of our businesses) were no longer 
required to report premiums in January, February, April and May of this year, since they now 
report and pay on a quarterly basis. 
 
Improved WSIB website. This spring, we refreshed our website, and simplified our URL to 
wsib.ca, to make it easier to access information and for people to do business with us. We 
streamlined the information, services and resources available on our site, and enhanced the 
search capability so that important information is easier to find. 
 
Premium reporting reminder service. In November 2018, we launched a new service that 
reminds businesses when it is time to report and pay their premiums. As of the start of July 
2019, over 100,000 businesses received these electronic reminders, which are geared towards 
improving customer experience by helping businesses stay up-to-date and avoid late reporting 
and payment charges. The reminder service, along with other initiatives aimed at improving 
compliance, have led to 13 per cent fewer “premium not reported charges” year to date 
compared to last year. 
 

4 | We are providing services in a financially responsible and 
accountable way 
 
Uploading claim documents online. This past year, we added functionality to our website to 
allow people to complete and submit claim-related forms and documents online. We now accept 
scanned or saved PDF and Word documents, and photographs, making it easier for people to 
send us documents quickly and securely. Providing the option to submit documents online has 
improved our customer service and has reduced the time needed to process these documents, 
which allows us to provide better and more efficient service. And more efficient service means 
that we are more financially responsible.  
 
Online address updates. In June 2019, we launched a new online address update service for 
businesses. The online address update service is secure, available to our customers anytime 
and has Google Maps integration, making it easier for businesses to keep their information up-
to-date. Allowing businesses to make address changes themselves adds convenience for them 
and means greater efficiency in our services. Since the launch, uptake of the new tool is 32 per 
cent compared to traditional methods such as email and physical mail. 
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Developments in 2019 
 
There were no legislative changes in the past year that would impact benefits for those with 
workplace injuries or illnesses. However, we continue to monitor the impact of legislative 
changes made during the first half of 2018 and to make improvements to our planning for and 
management of those claims. 
 
Work-related Chronic Mental Stress benefits. 2019 marks the second year we have been 
providing support and compensation for those experiencing work-related Chronic Mental Stress 
(CMS), following legislation passed by the Ontario government in 2017. For our 2020 rates, we 
have allowed for a volume of CMS claims consistent with our actual experience from 2018, then 
adjusted based on forecasts and trends. Actual CMS claim volume was lower than what we had 
originally anticipated before the legislation came into effect 
 
Presumptive PTSD benefits for First Responders. While the volume of work-related Chronic 
Mental Stress claims has been lower than anticipated since we began implementing this 
legislation, the opposite has been true for presumptive posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 
claims for First Responders. In May 2018, the Ontario government expanded the list of 
occupations covered by the PTSD presumption to include six additional roles. In part due to the 
inclusion of these new roles, the number of PTSD claims has increased, as shown below. 
 
Figure 2: PTSD claim volume 

The new voluntary health and safety program for workplaces that we are launching, as 
described earlier, includes a component that will specifically support an increase in PTSD 
claims. We have also been actively leading and participating in collaborations with various 
businesses that are aimed at supporting the understanding and awareness of mental health in 
the workplace. We are exploring opportunities to build relationships that support best practices 
in the prevention, recovery and sustained return to work for mental stress injuries. 
 
Higher claim volume. Since 2016, we have seen a steady increase in the number of incoming 
and allowed claims at the WSIB. Lost-time (rather than no-lost-time) claims in particular were 

1 Includes allowed lost-time claims based on decision year. Snapshot is as of January in the following year. 

Year Schedule 1 PTSD claims1 Schedule 2 PTSD claims1 

2016 77 465 

2017 96 799 

2018 186 1,118 

2019 YTD 114 609 
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more numerous. Other Canadian compensation boards reported a similar trend2. The increase 
in claim volumes exceeded employment growth, since we have also seen a rise in the lost-time 
injury rate (lost-time injuries per 100 full-time equivalent employees). 
 
We continue to assess the causes of the increase in claim volume and review the trend with 
other compensation boards across the country. Potential factors may include: 
 

- Economic growth: Research has found that workplace injury claim rates tend to increase 
during periods of economic growth when there may be a faster pace of work and longer 
working hours. There may be more new or less experienced people on the job and there 
may be a need to use more equipment, even equipment that may be older or less safe. 

- Low unemployment: Ontario’s unemployment rate has been reaching some of its lowest 
levels in decades. Low unemployment is linked to an inexperienced workforce, who have 
been found to be more vulnerable to workplace injuries. 

- Legislated increases in benefits: While not a major impact, we have seen some increase 
in claim volume because of legislative changes in recent years, namely presumptive 
PTSD for First Responders, benefits for work-related Chronic Mental Stress and 
presumptive cancers for firefighters. 

 
Higher claim volumes have a direct impact on claim costs but can also pose challenges for our 
claim management, as we strive to process claims and support recovery and safe return to work 
efficiently and effectively. 
 
So far in 2019, registered claim volumes have remained stable overall and in Q2 we saw a 
decrease, the first decrease in seven quarters. It remains to be seen whether recent 
stabilization of claim volume is a lasting trend. 
 
 
  

2 Quebec, for example, experienced declining lost-time claim volume until  2015, and then increasing 
volume from 2016 to 2018, just like Ontario. 
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Our performance 
Financial performance 
Our funding position has improved over the past year in part due to positive financial and 
investment performance: 
• So far in 20193, premium revenue of $1,877 million is 5 per cent higher than budget. Our 

insurable earnings have increased by 4 per cent compared to last year, more than 
anticipated, as Ontario continues to experience economic and employment growth. 

• Our claim payments year to date ($1,258 million) are comfortably within budget even though 
they are higher than last year due to higher claim volumes and longer claim durations. 

• Total administrative expenses are also well within budget. They have increased by 3 per 
cent compared to last year primarily due to higher fees for professional services and new 
initiatives as part of our transformational efforts. 

• Following challenging financial markets in late 2018, markets rebounded at the start of 2019. 
Investment returns were -0.7 per cent in 2018, but year-to-date in 2019 they are 7.7 per 
cent. Our long-term (10-year) investment performance exceeded the 3.5 to 6.5 per cent 
target in 2018 (7.9 per cent) and year-to-date in 2019 (8.3 per cent) 
 
Figure 3: Nets Assets on a Sufficiency Ratio basis ($M) and Sufficiency Ratios 
 

 
 

Operational performance 
We have seen improvement in some areas of our operational performance and deterioration in 
others where higher claim volumes may have been a factor. We will continue to closely monitor 
changes in our operational performance and take action to ensure the best possible outcomes 
for those with workplace injuries and their workplaces. 

3 2019 performance is Q2 year to date, unless otherwise specified 
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• 2018 registered claim volume was 5 per cent higher than 2017, though year-to-date 2019 

claim volume is only 0.6 per cent higher than last year, moving up from 104,351 to 104,939. 
The increase in claims in 2018 was mostly in lost-time claims, where we saw an increase of 
13 per cent.  

• Claim durations have increased, which means more people with claims require benefits for 
longer on average. For instance 3-month duration was 14.2 per cent at the end of Q2 
compared to 13.2 per cent at the same time last year. 12-month duration increased to 5.8 
per cent from 5.7 per cent last year. 

• Despite the increase in durations, the number of claims locked in has not increased―537 
claims were locked in as of Q2 2019 in comparison to 565 at the same time last year. 

• The number of people who are experiencing permanent impairment from their workplace 
injuries or illnesses remains low. This was the case for 5.9 per cent of claims year to date, 
up from 5.2 per cent in 2018. 
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Ushering in a new premium rate model 
We are introducing a new way to set premium rates for the over 300,000 Ontario businesses 
covered by our workplace injury and illness insurance. The new model will come into effect on 
January 1, 2020, and 2020 premium rates were set using our new rate model. 
 
For 2020, the average business premium rate will be $1.37, which is 17 per cent lower than last 
year, and 42 per cent lower than two years ago. This significant reduction in rates is due to the 
planned phase out of the Past Claims Cost (PCC) component of premium rates. The PCC was 
collected specifically to eliminate the UFL. We expect this to be the final year that the average 
premium rate is substantially lower.  
 
The new model classifies businesses using the North American Industry Classification System 
(NAICS), which is already used by the Canada Revenue Agency and is a North American 
standard. Adopting NAICS will make it easier for businesses to understand how they and other 
businesses are classified. 
 
Our new model comes into effect January 1, 2020, changing the way businesses are classified, 
boosting fairness and increasing transparency in how premium rates are set and adjusted. Initial 
premium rates under the new model will be based on a business’s rate group rate, claims 
experience, the size of their business, new NAICS classification, new projected premium rate 
and whether or not they were in an experience rating program previously. 
 
The model is also prospective, which means a business’s individual risk and claims experience 
will be incorporated into their actual premium rate. Going forward, individual businesses will be 
able to influence their own rates through better health and safety and return-to-work 
performance. 
 
For the first time we are also sharing projected premium rate information with businesses. 
Projected premium rates provide the future direction of business’s premium rate if there is no 
change in individual and class experience from year-to-year. This information will help 
businesses plan for the future, and make the necessary investments to their workplace health 
and safety efforts. 
 
To help businesses smoothly transition to our new model, rate decreases will be applied 
immediately to 2020 rates, while any initial rate increases will be staggered.  
 
The 2020 class rates for each of the 34 NAICS classes in the new model are shown below. 
These class rates have been set based on the collective risk profile of all of the businesses 
within the class and represent the class’s share of responsibility to maintain the insurance fund. 
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Figure 4: 2020 premium rates by class 

Class Class Description 
Base Premium 
Rate for 2020 

A Agriculture $2.88 
B Mining, Quarrying and Oil and Gas Extraction $2.62 
C Utilities $0.82 

D1 Educational Services $0.34 
D2 Public Administration $3.50 
D3 Hospitals  $0.87 
E1 Food, Textiles and Related Manufacturing  $1.41 
E2 Non-Metallic and Mineral Manufacturing $2.15 
E3 Printing, Petroleum and Chemical Manufacturing $1.21 
E4 Metal, Transportation Equipment and Furniture Manufacturing  $1.92 
E5 Machinery, Electrical Equipment and Miscellaneous Manufacturing  $1.27 
E6 Computer and Electronic Manufacturing $0.28 
F1 Rail, Water, Truck Transportation and Postal Service $4.27 

F2 Air, Transit, Ground Passenger, Recreational and Pipeline 
Transportation, Courier Services and Warehousing $1.68 

G1 Building Construction  $2.30 
G2 Infrastructure Construction $2.31 
G3 Foundation, Structure and Building Exterior Construction $4.45 
G4 Building Equipment Construction $1.84 
G5 Specialty Trades Construction  $2.47 
H1 Petroleum, Food, Motor Vehicle and Miscellaneous Wholesale $1.76 

H2 Personal and Household Goods, Building Materials and Machinery 
Wholesale $0.82 

I1 Motor Vehicles, Building Materials and Food and Beverage Retail  $1.35 

I2 Furniture, Home Furnishings, Clothing and Clothing Accessories 
Retail  $0.81 

I3 Electronics, Appliances and Health and Personal Care Retail  $0.34 
I4 Specialized Retail and Department Stores  $0.93 
J Information and Culture  $0.36 
K Finance, Management and Leasing $0.90 
L Professional, Scientific and Technical  $0.31 
M Administration, Services to Buildings, Dwellings and Open Spaces  $1.67 
N1 Ambulatory Health Care $1.36 
N2 Nursing and Residential Care Facilities  $2.02 
N3 Social Assistance  $1.22 
O Leisure and Hospitality  $1.05 
P Other Services $1.51 
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The WSIB’s Impact 
By working with our partners to prevent workplace injuries and illnesses from occurring in the 
first place, and by supporting safe and timely return to work when they do, we are improving the 
lives of people across the province.  
 
Providing services, and charging premiums, in a financially responsible and accountable way is 
another important source of the public value we provide to Ontarians. The more efficient we are, 
the better we are able to use our resources directly to support those with workplace injuries and 
illnesses, to help in their recovery and return to work. 
 
The 17 per cent reduction in the average premium rate for 2020 means the over $600 million 
that would have gone towards funding the workers’ compensation system will now remain in the 
economy, to be invested in jobs, business growth, new technology or in improvements to 
workplace health and safety. This savings to Ontario is in addition to the roughly $2.2 billion 
returned to the economy from the reductions made to premium rates between 2017 and 2019. 
 
 
About the WSIB 
When an injury or illness happens on the job, we move quickly to provide wage-loss benefits, 
medical coverage and help getting back to work. We cover 5.5 million people in approximately 
320,000 workplaces across Ontario. We also help promote health and safety in the workplace 
with a goal of one day having zero work-related injuries or illnesses. The WSIB is funded by 
employer premiums. 
 
The WSIB: 
• Invests over $30 billion in reserve to support our $30 billion in liabilities, to pay benefits for 

injuries that have occurred and require benefits and support in the future.  
• Registered over 250,000 claims in 2018.  
• Paid $2.8 billion in benefits to people injured at work or who experienced an occupational 

illness in 2018. 
• Plays an active role in promoting workplace health and safety and in supporting and working 

with the Ministry of Labour and Chief Prevention Officer. And according to the Health and 
Safety Index, the health and safety of Ontario workplaces improved by 1.9 per cent in the 
past year. 
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Appendix 1: Funding status and path 
 
Each year since our first Economic Statement in 2015, we have shared a financial trajectory to 
show our estimated timing for eliminating the UFL, and beyond, as required by legislation. As 
we move forward, we must be prepared to withstand possible future negative economic 
conditions and to ensure with enhanced assurance4 that our insurance fund will not fall below 
100 per cent funding. 
 
The WSIB calculates estimated funding levels under two different scenarios, a Base scenario 
and an Adverse scenario. These funding levels assume that no new increases to benefits are 
legislated by the Ontario government. Should the government commit to any increases to 
benefits, it would add to our costs and could potentially reduce our funding levels.  
  
Base scenario: We assume a 17.0 per cent reduction in the average business premium rate for 
2020 as the Past Claims Cost component of premium rates is eliminated. Under this scenario, 
even with considerable rate reductions, we can achieve and maintain a stable level of funding 
and remain 100 per cent funded. This scenario also assumes that there are no significant 
economic downturns.  
 
Adverse scenario: We assume the same premium rate reductions as the Base scenario, plus 
economic conditions similar to those that arose during the 2007/2008 financial crisis. These 
adverse conditions negatively affect both investment returns and the expected costs of incoming 
claims (New Claims Cost). This scenario shows that in the event of a significant economic 
downturn following our planned rate reductions, subsequent rate increases may be needed to 
ensure that we meet our Sufficiency Ratio requirements by 2027.  
 
Original Sufficiency Plan: Forecast from our first Sufficiency Plan in 2013, for historical 
context.  

 

4 Enhanced Assurance represents a high degree of confidence in achieving the regulated Sufficiency Ratio requirements and 
maintaining Full Funding once reached, as determined by periodic asset-liability studies, where “Full Funding” represents the level 
of funding sufficiency that provides a high probability that the Sufficiency Ratio will not fall below 100%. 
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Figure 5: Sufficiency Ratio projections 

 
 

We base the estimated funding paths shown on the assumptions in the table below. The 2019 
Base and Adverse scenarios differ only in forecast insurable earnings, investment returns and 
New Claims Cost.   
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Figure 6: Assumptions for estimated trajectories 

Revenues Notes∗ 
1 

2013 Original Sufficiency 
Plan 

2019 
Base scenario 

2019 
Adverse scenario 

Average 
Premium 
Rate 

 

$2.46 

$1.65 in 2019,                  
$1.37 in 2020-2021 
(includes revenue 

adjustment margin5),  
$1.25 thereafter 

Same as Base scenario 

Insurable 
Earnings 

 

3.0% growth 2.7% growth in 2019,      
3.0% thereafter 

2.7% growth in 2019, 
3.0% in 2020, 
-2.5% in 2021,              

0% in 2022, 
return to normal in 5 

years (2027) 

Investment 
Return, net 

 

3.5% to 2017              
5.5% thereafter 4.75% annually 

4.75% in 2019-2020, 
-1% in 2021,                     
-15% in 2022,                        

8.25% in 2023-2028, 
4.75% thereafter 

Claim Costs 2    

New Claims 
Cost  

 

$1.10 
$0.77 for 2019, 

$0.85 for 2020-2021, 
$0.77 thereafter 

$0.77 for 2019, 
$0.85 for 2020, 

$0.935 (+10% adverse) 
for 2021, 

return to normal in 5 
years (2026) 

Benefit 
Coverage  

 

No change 

Includes coverage for 
work-related chronic 
mental stress, PTSD, 
presumptive cancer 

legislation and partial 
indexation rate 

Same as Base scenario 

Health Care 
Escalation  

 
4.5% 4.0% Same as Base scenario 

Claims 
Duration  

 
No improvement 

Return-to-work 
assumption updated at 

2018 year-end 
Same as Base scenario 

Lost Time 
Injury Claims  

 
No improvement No change Same as Base scenario 

 

Administration 
 

3 
Stable at $800 million then 

growth at 2% thereafter 

Stable at $1.0 billion per 
year for next 5 years, 

then growth at 2% 
thereafter 

Same as Base scenario 

∗ We provide more detail on these assumptions, and how they have changed compared to the original Sufficiency Plan in Appendix 
2. 
5 Revenue adjustment: Businesses will receive their projected rates for 2020 in the fall of 2019 and this will be the first time they 
receive both their classification and the resulting projected rates. Although employers have been classified into NAICS using the best 
available data, some businesses may contest their NAICS classification seeking to reduce their projected rates. Their projected rates 
may be reduced if the request is justified. As a result, employer-initiated reviews will reduce the amount of premiums actually received. 
The 2020 rates include a contingency to cover the potential cost of these revenue adjustments. 
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Appendix 2: Sufficiency plan update requirements 
 
The Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997 (Ontario) (the “WSIA” or the “Act”) requires the 
WSIB maintain the Insurance Fund with an amount in the fund that is sufficient to meet its 
obligations under the WSIA and to make payments to people injured at work and their families 
when necessary. The WSIB charges premiums to Ontario businesses from which we pay 
benefits to injured people.  
 
Regulations that apply to the Sufficiency Ratio and the Sufficiency Plan 
Ontario Regulation 141/12, which came into force on January 1, 2013, requires the WSIB to 
meet prescribed Sufficiency Ratios by the following dates: 

• 60 per cent on or before December 31, 2017  
• 80 per cent on or before December 31, 2022  
• 100 per cent on or before December 31, 2027 

 
As required by Ontario Regulation 141/12, we calculate our Sufficiency Ratio by dividing the 
value of assets, measured according to accepted accounting principles, by total liabilities, as 
determined by accepted practices for actuarial valuations. However, the regulations did not 
permit the actuarial valuation of investment assets for the purposes of the Sufficiency Ratio. 
 
Ontario Regulation 338/13 came into force on January 1, 2014, which requires the WSIB to 
value both our assets and liabilities using actuarial valuations that are consistent with accepted 
practices for going concern valuations. We amortize investment results that differ from our long-
term expected rate of return over a five-year period using straight-line amortization, thus 
moderating the effect of investment market volatility on our financial results. We retrospectively 
recalculated our Sufficiency Ratio as of January 1, 2013, the date when we first began reporting 
the Sufficiency Ratio, to reflect the Ontario Regulation 338/13 methodology. 
 
The WSIB reports the Sufficiency Ratio pursuant to these two regulations (“Sufficiency 
Regulation”). 
 
Sufficiency Ratio calculation methodology 

The Sufficiency regulations permit the actuarial valuation of investment assets for the purposes 
of the Sufficiency Ratio and allow the WSIB to amortize investment gains and losses that differ 
from the long-term expected rate of return over a five-year period. The WSIB currently expects a 
long-term expected rate of return on investments of 4.75 per cent (2018 – 4.75 per cent). 
Amortizing the investments gains and losses that differ from the long-term expected rate of 
return over five years on a straight-line basis is consistent with guidance in the Pension Benefits 
Act (Ontario) and mirrors the practices of many large pension plans in Ontario.  
 
The WSIB’s Sufficiency Statement presents the Sufficiency Ratio to stakeholders on a quarterly 
basis. The Sufficiency Statement provides reconciliation between the consolidated statement of 
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financial positions prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) and the assets and liabilities for Sufficiency Ratio purposes. The detailed basis of 
measurement for the purposes of the Sufficiency Ratio under the sufficiency regulations is 
described below. 
 
Assets 
For the purposes of the Sufficiency Ratio calculation, the WSIB’s assets consist of the total 
consolidated assets of the WSIB less the interests in those assets of third parties, as 
represented by the balance of non-controlling interest (including the assets of the WSIB 
Employee’s Pension Plan) on an amortized basis. The investment assets used in the 
Sufficiency Ratio calculation are adjusted by investment gains and losses deviating from the 
WSIB’s expected return on investments. These gains or losses are amortized over a five-year 
period on a straight-line basis, thereby moderating the effect of market volatility. After five years, 
the current period’s investment gain or loss is fully recognized in the asset value.  
 
The current unamortized balance representing the cumulative investment returns in excess of 
the long-term expected return since 2013 was $1,238 million at June 30, 2019 (2018 – 
investment loss of $423 million). This balance will fluctuate depending on the WSIB’s actual 
investment income as compared to expectations of 4.75 per cent (2018 – 4.75 per cent) per 
annum and will be amortized into future income and Net Assets on a Sufficiency Ratio basis 
over the remaining amortization period. 
 
Liabilities 
The liabilities included in the Sufficiency Ratio are calculated as our total liabilities shown on our 
consolidated statements of financial position and are adjusted to reflect valuations of the 
Employee Benefit Plans liabilities on a going concern basis rather than a market basis. 
 
Based on the WSIB’s Sufficiency Ratio methodology under the Sufficiency regulations, the 
Sufficiency Ratio as at June 30, 2019 was 110.2 per cent (108.0 per cent in 2018) 
corresponding to a funding reserve of $3,218 million (2018 – Reserve of $2,550 million and 
2017 – UFL of $1,349 million) on a Sufficiency Ratio basis. The component of premiums 
collected to help eliminate the UFL and our ongoing positive investment and excellent 
operational results have resulted in better than anticipated progress in achieving 100 per cent 
funding.  
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A reconciliation of the Net Assets (UFL) attributable to WSIB stakeholders between the 
International Financial Reporting Standards (the “IFRS”) basis and the sufficiency basis is 
presented as following: 
 
Figure 7: Reconciliation of the Net Assets (UFL) on a Sufficiency Ratio Basis 
 
 
(millions of Canadian dollars) 

30-Jun 
2019 

31-Mar 
2019 

31-Dec 
2018 

31-Dec 
2017 

Net Assets (UFL) attributable to WSIB 
stakeholders on an IFRS basis 

2,980 2,655 1,484 (710) 

Add/(Less): Adjustments per Sufficiency 
Regulations: 

    

 Change in valuation of investment portfolio (1,238) (1,068) 423 (1,720) 
 Change in valuation of employee benefit plans 
liability 

1,377 1,065 694 925 

 Change in valuation of investment portfolio 
attributable to non-controlling interests 

98 84 (51) 156 

Net Assets (UFL) attributable to WSIB 
stakeholders on a Sufficiency Ratio basis 

3,217 2,736 2,550 (1,349) 

Sufficiency Ratio 110.2% 108.7% 108.0% 95.8% 

 
Significant Financial Risks and Mitigation Strategies 

We include discussion of the significant risk factors that affect the operations of the WSIB is 
included in the Management’s Discussion and Analysis section of the 2018 Annual Report. The 
WSIB believes the significant risks outlined in these reports have not changed materially. 
 
Notes about Assumptions for Estimated Trajectories (Figure 6) 

 
The WSIB has made the following changes to the significant assumptions for 2019 to reflect 
experience and our long-term outlook as summarized below.  
 

1. Revenues 
 
Premium Revenue 
• We’ve assumed the average premium rate of $1.37 per $100 of insurable earnings for 

2020. This is a significant decrease from the original Sufficiency Plan, which included 
an average premium rate of $2.46 per $100 of payroll. A decrease in the weighted 
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average premium rate reflects the approved reduction of the average 2020 premium 
rate for Schedule 1.  

• We’ve assumed that under the rate framework, the average premium rate will be net of 
employer incentive programs.  

• We’ve assumed that under the current Base scenario there will be a 17.0 per cent 
reduction in the average premium rate in 2020 and taking into account the expected 
cost impact of work-related chronic mental stress and PTSD legislation.  

• We’ve assumed insurable earnings will grow at 3.0 per cent in 2020 and thereafter 
annually (a combination of wage and employment growth). In the Adverse scenario we 
project a recessionary environment in which insurable earnings will grow at 3.0 per cent 
only in 2020 followed by a 2.5 per cent decrease in the second year, remain flat in the 
third and fourth year and return to normal growth in five years.  
  

Investment Returns 
• We’ve assumed investment returns will be 4.75 per cent in 2019 and thereafter.  
• We’ve assumed that in the Adverse scenario there will be a 4.75 per cent return on 

investments from 2019 to 2020 followed by a 1.0 per cent loss in the third year, a further 
15.0 per cent loss in the fourth year, then a 8.25 per cent positive return for the next 
five years and 4.75 per cent thereafter. 

 
2. Benefit costs 

• We’ve assumed that New Claims Costs (NCC) is $0.77 per $100 of insurable earnings 
in 2019 and $0.85 in 2020 to 2021, and $0.77 thereafter. This is $0.33 lower than the 
original Sufficiency Plan due to claims experience in recent years, notwithstanding 
increase related to the legislative changes for work-related chronic mental stress 
benefits, posttraumatic stress disorder benefits, indexing of benefits and presumptive 
cancers for firefighters’ benefits.  

• We’ve assumed there will be no change in benefit coverage or levels, with the 
exception of work-related chronic mental stress and posttraumatic stress disorder, 
noted above reflecting recent legislative amendments. 

• We’ve assumed that health care costs will grow at 4.0 per cent per year. This is a 
decrease from the original Sufficiency Plan of 4.5 per cent as our health care cost 
experience has been favourable and we expect the experience will continue. 

• We’ve updated duration of claims at 2018 year-end as the actuarial assumption for 
Return-to-work was updated for recent experience. 

 
3. Administration 

• We’ve assumed administration and other expenses will increase to $1.0 billion and 
remain relatively stable over the next 5 years due to resource related costs and 
information technology transformation.  

• We’ve assumed CPI will grow by 2.0 per cent annually, a change from the original 
Sufficiency Plan of 2.5 per cent. Inflation remains steady at historical lows. We have 
reduced the long-term inflation target to match the Bank of Canada’s long-term target. 
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